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Boom Supersonic, building the world’s 
fastest airliner, unveiled its supersonic 
demonstrator, XB-1 on October 7. 
History’s first independently developed 
supersonic jet is slated to fly for the first 
time in 2021 and can fly up to a speed of 
Mach 2.2. 
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NOTEEDITOR’s

In a major milestone for Boom Supersonic, planning a commercial 
airliner that can fly supersonic, the company unveiled its first dem-
onstrator aircraft X-B1, which is scheduled to begin flight testing 
next year

In a boost to supersonic air travel, Boom Supersonic, the aerospace company building 
the world’s fastest airliner, unveiled its supersonic demonstrator, XB-1 on October 7, 2020. 
The first independently developed supersonic aircraft ushers in new era of supersonic 
flight and include developing one of the highest-efficiency civil supersonic engine intakes 
ever tested. We have a report on the roll-out included in this of the magazine.

A focus area for the aviation sector has always been advancements in engine tech-
nologies for more fuel efficiency and greener environment. In a series of articles in this 
issue, we cover the whole range of technologies that are being worked on simultane-
ously to make our skies greener either through more fuel efficient engines or the use 
of composites in engines making them lighter to the introduction of hybrid or electric 
engines for commercial and regional aviation.

A major disaster that has struck the global civil aviation industry this year has been the 
COVID-19 pandemic that originated from China. However, it is China that now appears 
to be leading the world in recovery from the pandemic. This issue of the magazine carries 
a comprehensive study by Ayushee Chaudhary on how China is defining the roadmap for 
the recovery of the global civil aviation industry.

The Indian civil aviation industry was severely jolted when  Air India Flight IX-1344, 
from  Dubai to Calicut International Airport overshot the table top  runway, rolled down-
hill and crashed, killing 18 out of the 190 on board including the two pilots who were flying 
the plane. In this issue of SP’s Airbuz, there is an in depth analysis by R.K. Yadav, a specialist 
in civil aviation,  of the malaise afflicting the Indian civil aviation   industry especially in the 
domain of air safety and his recommendations on  the way forward to enhance air safety. 

After a long time, the Air Headquarters Communication Squadron located at the Indian 
Air Force Station, Palam, has received a significant boost in its capability to provide long dis-
tance international air transportation of very high standards to the VVIPs of the nation with 
the induction of two appropriately modified Boeing 777 aircraft in the beginning of October 
this year. A report on this induction has been included in this issue of the magazine.

All this and more in this issue of SP’s Airbuz. Welcome aboard and wish you many 
happy landings!

At SP’s we continue to work relentlessly and restlessly towards bringing more value and 
innovations to our valuable readers and our respectful audience. Following this path, estab-
lished way back in 1964, we have now partnered with ‘editorji’, an innovative news-app founded 
by renowned journalist Vikram Chandra. Another baby step, yet, towards digital space.

Jai Hind!
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Editor
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AircrAft Bill provides stAtutory stAtus to dGcA
BCAS and DGCA also get the status under the amendment Bill, 2020. Each of the three to be governed by a  

Director General, appointed by the Centre
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Minister of Civil Aviation Hardeep Singh Puri in 
the Parliament

Last month, Rajya Sabha passed the Aircraft 
(Amendment) Bill 2020 which seeks to 
amend the Aircraft Act, 1934. The Bill was 

earlier introduced in Lok Sabha and passed by it 
in February 2020. The new Bill states to provide 
statutory status to regulatory institutions like the 
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), the 
Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) and the 
Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau (AAIB). 
Each of the three bodies will be governed by a Di-
rector General, appointed by the Centre.

According to the Bill, DGCA will carry out 
oversight and regulatory functions with respect 
to matters under the Bill. It shall be responsible 
for carrying out the safety oversight and regula-
tory functions in respect of matters specified in 
this Act or the rules made there under. BCAS 
shall be responsible for carrying out the regula-
tory and oversight functions in respect of mat-
ters relating to civil aviation security specified 
in this Act or the rules made there under. As for 
AAIB, the bill mentioned that it shall be respon-
sible for carrying out the functions in respect of 
matters relating to investigation of aircraft ac-

cidents orincidents specified in this Act or the 
rules made there under.

The statutory status provided to these regu-
latory institutions is expected to improve India’s 
aviation safety ranking as suggested by the In-
ternational Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), 
which has been critical of the absence of a stat-
utory backing to DGCA and other agencies as 
that impacted India’s safety rankings as well.

The manufacture, possession, use, opera-
tion, sale, import and export of civil aircrafts and 

licensing of aerodromes is regulated under the 
Act. Under the Act, the central government may 
make rules on several matters including registra-
tion of aircraft, regulating air transport services, 
and prohibition of flight over any specified area. 
The Bill adds the regulation of air navigation 
services to this list and also allows the centre to 
empower the Director General of BCAS or any 
authorised officer to issue directions and make 
rules on certain matters including conditions 
under which an aircraft may be flown, inspec-
tion of aircrafts, and measures to safeguard civil 
aviation against acts of unlawful interference.

The clauses for the regulation of air naviga-
tion services, that is, aeronautical information 
services, aeronautical charting and cartography 
services,aeronautical meteorological services, 
search and rescue services, procedure for air 
navigation services and aircraft operations 
along with safety oversight and regulatory func-
tions; regulatory and oversight functions in re-
spect of matters relating to civil aviation secu-
rity shall be inserted. •

—Ayushee Chaudhary
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AIRLINE NEWS

SpiceJet Launchs Cargo Flights in 
the North East

On September 16 this year, through a video 
conference, Minister of Civil Aviation, Hard-
eep Singh Puri inaugurated cargo flights 
by SpiceJet in the North East. SpiceJet has 
launched 14 new cargo flights to and from 
North Eastern India with Bombardier Q400 
freighters. The management of SpiceJet stat-
ed, “In line with its commitment to enhance 
regional connectivity, SpiceJet is the first 
Indian carrier to introduce dedicated cargo 
flights for North Eastern India. These flights 
will help transport fresh fruits, vegetables, 
flowers, perishables, fish seeds, fresh fish, 
pharmaceuticals, medical equipment, ex-
press cargo and other general cargo. Besides 
improving logistics and connectivity, the 
new freighter service will boost the growth 
of trade in the North Eastern markets and 
help Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises”. 
SpiceJet’s international cargo network now 
spans over 44 international destinations.

Requirement of Airline Pilots in 
India
On September 14 this year, in a written reply 
in the Rajya Sabha, the Minister of Civil 
Aviation, Hardeep Singh Puri stated “An es-
timated 9,488 pilots will be required in India 
in the next five years. The total number of pi-
lots employed in the country with scheduled 
airlines at present is 9,073. Around 700 to 800 
Commercial Pilot Licences (CPLs) are issued 
by the aviation regulator, the Directorate 
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), in a year. 
Of these, 30 per cent CPLs are given to those 
who have undergone training with flying 
schools located outside India.” The Minister 
of Civil Aviation further added that the civil 
aviation sector had been hit severely by the 
COVID-19 Pandemic. In the past few months 
therefore, all domestic carriers had instituted 
various cost-cutting measures such as pay 
cuts, layoffs or leave without pay.

AIRLINE FINANCE

Fall in Revenue of Indian Carriers
Due to COVID-19 Pandemic, revenue of 

Indian carriers fell by 85.7 per cent to `3,651 
crore during the first quarter of 2020-21 in 
comparison to the corresponding period a 
year ago. Moreover, employee count with 
the Indian carriers went down from 74,887 
on March 31 to 69,589 on July 31, 2020 - a 
decrease of 7.07 per cent. Air India’s total 
revenue had reduced from `7,066 crore dur-
ing April-June 2019 to `1,531 crore during the 
first quarter of 2020-21. The revenue of air-
port operators had also reduced from `5,745 
crore during April-June 2019 to `894 crore 
during April-June 2020,. The Minister of Civil 
Aviation stated that the domestic air traffic in 
the country fell to 1.2 crore passengers during 
the period March to July 2020 as compared to 
5.85 crore in the corresponding period a year 
ago. International traffic dropped to 11.55 
lakh in March-July 2020 as compared to 93.45 
lakh in the same period last year, he added. 

India’s Carriers to refund tickets
A day after aviation regulator, the Direc-
torate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), 
informed the Supreme Court that passen-
gers who booked tickets during lockdown 
were eligible for refunds, the government 
recommended that airlines pay 0.5 per cent 
interest for delayed refunds. While both Vis-
tara and AirAsia opposed the levy of interest 
stating that many of their customers prefer 
credit shell. The country’s largest airline 
IndiGo said that it refunded the tickets for 
the lockdown period in full. The govern-
ment also said that it is open to considering 
the interest of any particular segment of 
passengers if adversely affected. Meanwhile, 
GoAir pleaded with the apex court that 
many airlines were on the brink of collapse 
and might shut down if the situation did not 
improve soon. In its final ruling on the case, 
the Supreme Court approved DGCA’s pro-
posal to refund flight tickets booked during 
the lockdown due to COVID-19 Pandemic.

AirAsia’s Fernandes on Domestic 
Market
AirAsia Group Chief Executive Tony Fer-
nandes reiterated comments made earlier 
that its domestic and short-haul flights will 
recover faster, with the low-cost model bet-
ter poised than its full-service counterparts. 
Fernandes was speaking at the launch of 
AirAsia Digital, which brings together the 
low-cost carrier group’s various digital initia-
tives — including its mobile application, 
website, as well as logistics and e-commerce 
arms. Fernandes said that while they did not 
know what a post-COVID-19 world be like, 
he noted that the low-cost carrier group’s 
domestic network “is a great snapshot”. In 
August this year, the AirAsia Group had 
said that by the end of the year, it expects 

to run at up to 75 per cent of pre-pandemic 
domestic capacity for its Malaysia and India 
operations, with 60 per cent and 35 per cent 
for its units in Philippines and Indonesia 
respectively. Its Thai unit is expected to see 
five per cent domestic capacity growth year-
on-year, by the final quarter of the year. 

Fernandes did not address the fate of 
long-haul sister carrier AirAsia X, which in 
recent months has been beset by mounting 
financial troubles.

Jet Airways Insolvency: Legal 
Issue Cured
The ‘legal issue’ that briefly put the Jet Air-
ways insolvency process at risk last week, 
has now been ‘cured,’ clearing the decks for 
the voting on the two bids. The process that 
began in June 2019, has finally reached a 
stage where it is close to the finishing line, 
after repeated delays and seemingly endless 
twists and turns. Legal issues cropped up 
after a risk assessment of the two con-
sortiums and their bids was done by the 
Indian unit of Kroll, a US-based corporate 
investigations and risk consulting firm. The 
issue pertained to the bid presented by the 
FSTC-Imperial Capital combine. The meet-
ing on October 03 this year, attended by 
lenders, resolution professionals and repre-
sentatives of the two bidders, was originally 
called to discuss the bids presented by the 
FSTC-Imperial Capital combine, and the 
Kalrock Capital-Murari Jalan consortium. 
State Bank of India is the lead lender to Jet 
Airways. The airline, which was grounded 
in April 2019, owes banks about `8,000 
crore and its total claims have reportedly 
touched `40,000 crore.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Development of Darbhanga and 
Deoghar Airports

The Minister of Civil Aviation, Hardeep 
Singh Puri visited the airports at Darbhanga 
and Deoghar on September 12 this year 
to review the ongoing development work, 
according to an official statement. “The 
Airports Authority of India (AAI) is develop-
ing these two airports, Darbhanga located 
in North Bihar and Deoghar in Jharkhand. 
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With the operationalisation of these two 
airports, air connectivity of the region will 
be improved,” the statement by the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation said.

The AAI is developing the civil enclave 
at Darbhanga airport in Bihar for com-
mencement of passenger flight operations 
with Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru under 
regional connectivity scheme ‘UDAN’, the 
Ministry noted. Construction of Darbhanga 
airport’s interim terminal building, which 
has an area of 1,400 square metre, is com-
plete, it said. The Deoghar airport is being 
developed by the AAI in collaboration with 
the Defence Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO) and the Government 
of the State of Jharkhand. “The development 
of Deoghar airport with a project cost of 
`401.34 crore, is underway and will be com-
pleted very soon,” the Ministry noted.

Operations at Noi Bai Airport in 
Vietnam
The Civil Aviation Administration of Viet-
nam (CAAV) has proposed shortening the 
closure time at Hanoi’s Noi Bai International 
Airport for runway repair due to an increase 
in flight delays. In a proposal sent to the 
Ministry of Transport, the administration 
suggested opening half an hour earlier, only 
closing from 0:30 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. The Min-
istry of Civil Aviation, Vietnam, had ordered 
the airport be closed from 0:30 a.m. to 6:30 
a.m. from September this year to January 31 
next year to facilitate upgrade of runways 
at the country’s second largest airport. 
However, CAAV said since Vietnam con-
tained the second corona virus wave, local 
carriers had reopened most domestic routes 
by early September with increased flight 
frequency. Currently, the airport can handle 
a maximum 25 flights per hour, resulting in 

increased delays, especially in peak hours. 
Meanwhile, construction work on the run-
way remains on schedule, it confirmed. Noi 
Bai, is Vietnam’s second busiest airport after 
Tan Son Nhat in Ho Chi Minh City and has a 
capacity to handle 25 million passengers per 
year with two terminals and two runways. A 
total 29.2 million passengers passed through 
the airport last year, up 13 per cent from a 
year ago. Both Noi Bai and Tan Son Nhat had 
shut down one runway each starting in July 
this year for upgrade. The project is set to 
complete by next January to serve growing 
travel demand for 2021 Lunar New Year.

INDUSTRY NEWS

AirAsia Group Consolidates MRO 
Operations
Malaysia’s AirAsia Group has established 

AIR WORKS
On August 30, 2020, Air Works - India’s largest, independent MRO and well-diversified 
aviation services provider, announced the appointment of Dr Haseeb A. Drabuas, an 
Independent Director on the Board of the Company.
BOEING
On September 9, 2020, the Boeing Company named Ed Dandridge as the company’s 
Senior Vice President and Chief Communications Officer, effective September 28, 2020.

On September 17, 2020, the Boeing Company announced the following appoint-
ments, effective October 1, 2020:
•   B Marc Allen as Chief Strategy Officer and Senior Vice President, Strategy and Corpo-

rate Development, reporting to President and CEO David Calhoun.
•   Christopher Raymond as the company’s Chief Sustainability Officer, a newly created 

position reporting to Executive Vice President, Enterprise Operations and Chief 
Financial Officer Greg Smith.

BOMBARDIER
On September 08 this year, Bombardier announced the following key leadership ap-
pointments at its Tucson and Fort Lauderdale service facilities, effective immediately:
•   Marc Beaudette, who previously led the Bombardier Tucson Service Centre, has been 

appointed General Manager of the Fort Lauderdale facility.
•   Michel (Mike) Menard has been appointed as the General Manager of the Tucson 

Service Centre.
SAFRAN
Safran has made a number of appointments in the company’s management cadre: 
•   Olivier Andriès has been named Executive Vice President, effective September 10, 

2020. He will succeed Philippe Petitcolin as Chief Executive Officer of Safran on   
January 1, 2021.

•   Jean-Paul Alary has been appointed Chief Executive Officer of Safran Aircraft En-
gines, effective September 10, 2020.

•   Cédric Goubet has been named Chief Executive Officer of Safran Landing Systems, 
effective September 10, 2020. He succeeds Jean-Paul Alary and is a member of the 
Group’s Executive Committee.

•   Vincent Caro has been named Chief Executive Officer of Safran Nacelles, effective 
September 10, 2020. He succeeds Cédric Goubet and becomes a member of the 
Group’s Executive Committee.

Appointments

Usha Padhee, an officer of the 1996 batch 
of the IAS cadre from Odisha, made history 
as she is the first woman officer to take 
charge of the office of Director-General of 
the Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) 
replacing IPS officer Rakesh Asthana who 
served as DG between January 2019 and 
August 2020. Before, assuming the post 
as DG of BCAS, Usha Padhee served as 
the Joint Secretary of the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation. She is an alumnus of Gulbarga 
University, Karnataka where she studied Civil 
Engineering. As the Director-General, Usha 
Padhee will be overseeing the BCAS that 
performs functions such as laying down the 
Aviation Security Standards in accordance 
with Annex 17 to Chicago Convention of 
ICAO for airport operators, airlines operators 
and their security agencies. Further, the 
BCAS monitors the implementation of 
security rules and regulations and carrying 
out a survey of security needs. Moreover, it 
manages the planning and coordination of 
aviation security matters. •

first WomAn dG 
of BureAu of civil 
AviAtion security
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Asia Digital Engineering (ADE), a wholly 
owned subsidiary “to consolidate engineer-
ing personnel across AirAsia’s group airlines”. 
The entity has obtained approval from the 
Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia (CAAM) 
to start operations which commenced on 
September 9, 2020. AirAsia will consolidate 
MRO operations into one entity. Mahesh 
Kumar Jaya Kumar, AirAsia’s Head of Fleet 
and Technical Asset Management, has been 
appointed Chief Executive of ADE. The entity 
will leverage technology and other digital 
trends to reduce maintenance costs, increase 
productivity and efficiency, while maintain-
ing a high level of safety, quality and airwor-
thiness of the fleet. “ADE will be an avenue to 
earn additional income which will contribute 
to the overall increase in revenue for AirAsia.” 
In a separate statement, AirAsia Group 
indicated that ADE will be based at its global 
headquarters in Sepang, Malaysia, and tar-
gets to reduce the group’s maintenance costs 
by ten per cent. ADE expands AirAsia Group’s 
expertise in aircraft engineering, said Chief 
Executive Tony Fernandes. “This new busi-
ness division provides numerous efficiencies 
and will leverage off our combined 19 years 
of experience in operating and maintaining a 
large fleet of over 250 Airbus A320 and A330 
family aircraft.”

Boeing to move 787 production to 
South Carolina

The Boeing Company announced that it 
will consolidate production of 787 jets at its 
facility in North Charleston in South Carolina 
starting in mid-2021, according to the com-
pany’s best estimate. The decision comes as 
the company is strategically taking action to 
preserve liquidity and reposition certain lines 
of business in the current global environment 
to enhance efficiency and improve perfor-
mance for the long-term. “The Boeing 787 is 
the tremendous success it is today thanks to 
our great teammates in Everett. They helped 
give birth to an airplane that changed how 
airlines and passengers fly. As our customers 
manage through the unprecedented global 
pandemic, to ensure the long-term success 
of the 787 programme, we are consolidating 
787 production in South Carolina,” said Stan 
Deal, President and Chief Executive Officer 
of Boeing Commercial Airplanes. “Our team 

in Puget Sound will continue to focus on 
efficiently building our 737,747, 767 and 777 
airliner families and both sites will drive 
Boeing initiatives to further enhance safety, 
quality, and operational excellence.”

The company began assembling 787-8 
and 787-9 airplanes at its Everett site in 2007 
and brought the North Charleston facility on 
line as a second final assembly line in 2010. 
However, only the North Charleston site 
is set up to build the larger 787-10 model. 
Production of the smaller 787 models will 
continue in Everett until the programme 
transitions to the previously-announced 
production rate of six airplanes a month in 
2021. Boeing said it is assessing potential 
impact to employment in Everett and North 
Charleston and will communicate any 
changes directly to its employees.

Undelivered Jets with Airbus and 
Boeing
Airbus and Boeing are sitting on large fleets 
of undelivered commercial jets, reflecting 
the continued slow pace of aircraft delivery 
amid the aerospace industry’s most-severe 
downturn. On October 1, 2020, the com-
panies held 622 jets that have completed 
first-flight, but have not been delivered. The 
figure is down slightly from July, when a 
FlightGlobal analysis tallied 628 undelivered 
Airbus and Boeing jets. Boeing’s 423-strong 
fleet of stockpiled 737 MAX significantly in-
flate the tally. Boeing stockpiled 737 MAX in 
2019 when it continued producing the jets 
amid the regulatory grounding, which pro-
hibited Boeing from delivering the aircraft. 
Excluding the Max, the airframers hold 199 
produced-but-not-delivered commercial 
aircraft – a six fewer than at the end of July.

Airbus’ inventory stood at 144 aircraft 
on October 1, 2020, down from 166 at the 
end July 2020. Undelivered fleet of Airbus 
includes 10 A220s, 89 A320-family jets, 14 
A330s, 26 A350s and five A380s. Boeing’s 
undelivered fleet on October 1, 2020 stood 
at 478 aircraft, up from 462 in July 2020. The 
jump largely reflects more undelivered 787s. 
Boeing held 44 of those jets on October 1, 
2020, up from 31 several months ago. Ad-
ditionally, manufacturers have said travel re-
strictions have hindered their ability to hand 
over new aircraft. In August 2020, Airbus 
delivered 39 jets and Boeing 13, according to 
the manufacturers’ most-recent figures.

REGULATORY AFFAIRS

Restrictions Imposed by DGCA on 
Cargo Flights
After a gap of almost three decades, the 
central government has amended its Open 

Sky Policy for foreign cargo carriers with a 
view to ensuring fair and equal opportunity 
in the air cargo capacity offered by Indian 
registered operators. The operations of 
foreign ad hoc and pure non-scheduled 
freighter charter service flights will now be 
restricted to six airports. These are Delhi, 
Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bengaluru and 
Hyderabad, according to the orders issued by 
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation on 
September 18, 2020. The Open Sky Policy had 
been adopted by the central government in 
1990 that allowed air taxi-operators to oper-
ate flights from any airport, both on a charter 
and a non-charter basis and to decide their 
own flight schedules, cargo and passen-
ger fares. The earlier policy on the subject 
promulgated by the DGCA in May 1992 had 
stated that cargo flights by scheduled and 
non-scheduled operators, both Indian and 
foreign, may be cleared freely from airports 
where customs and immigration facilities 
are available. Cargo flights into India were 
also permitted. DGCA data reveals that while 
Indian non-scheduled operators carried 4,752 
passengers in the international segment in 
2018-19, no cargo was carried that year. The 
fresh limitations on airports that can be used 
will not apply to all-cargo flights operated 
under humanitarian and emergency needs 
through the United Nations and other multi-
lateral bodies of which India is a member. 

Major Relaxations Provided to 
Airlines
Domestic and international flights resumed 
with many restrictions which are gradually 
being done away with. Domestic passenger 
flights are now operating at their 60 per cent 
of pre-COVID-19 capacity. When domestic 
services resumed on May 25, 2020 after a gap 
of two months, they were not allowed to oper-
ate more that 33 per cent of their capacity, 
which in June was increased to 60 per cent. 
Several cities initially put a cap on the number 
of flights arriving. In a staggered manner, 
these restrictions have been relaxed leading to 
an increase in domestic traffic. International 
air traffic got a leg-up after India started 
signing air bubbles with specific countries al-
lowing both-way traffic. At present, India has 
air bubbles with 14 countries. Airlines are now 
allowed to implement their own check-in bag-
gage policies instead of one check-in bag of 
up to 20 kg per passenger, a rule that was put 
in place when domestic flights commenced 
on May 25. In August 2020, the government 
allowed airlines to serve pre-packed meals, 
snacks, beverages on domestic flights and 
hot meals on international flights. No meals 
were allowed on domestic flights in the initial 
months. International flights were allowed to 
serve snacks, pre-packed cold meals. •
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  by B.K. PaNdey

in the ensuing chaos, the 
international Civil Aviation 

Organisation, a specialised 
agency of the United 

nations, finally stepped 
in and advised Pakistan to 

take corrective measures 
immediately

Fake Licence 
Scam in PakiStan 
internationaL 
airLineS 

o
n May 22, 2020, an Airbus A320 of Pakistan Inter-
national Airlines (PIA), on a scheduled domestic flight 
from Allama Iqbal International Airport in Lahore 
to Jinnah International Airport in Karachi, ended up 
in an unmitigated disaster. After the first attempt at 

approach and landing at Karachi airport failed, the pilot could 
not make another attempt at landing as the aircraft lost power on 
both engines on account of which, the airliner crashed in a densely 
populated residential area near the airfield. The airliner had 91 pas-
sengers and eight crew members on board of which only two pas-
sengers survived, but with serious injuries. One of the two survivors 
perished later on owing to the gravity of the injuries that he had 
sustained in the accident. Apart from these, eight persons on the 
ground also suffered fatal injuries. The 
aircraft was piloted by Captain Sajjad 
Gul with Usman Azam as the Co-Pilot.

Investigation into the accident car-
ried out by Pakistan’s Aircraft Accident 
Investigation Board (AAIB) revealed 
that during the first approach for land-
ing, the landing gear was not extended 
as it should have been for landing. As 
a result, the aircraft touched down on 
the runway on its belly with the bottom 
surface of the two engines making con-
tact with the runway. Friction marks 
on the surface of the runway were clear 
indication that both the engines had 
scraped the runway for a few hundred 
metres. Realising his mistake, the pilot 
opened power to get airborne again with the intention of making 
a second attempt at landing with the landing gear extended. 

As per the investigating authority, both engines had suffered 
internal damage due to contact with the surface of the runway 
during landing which led to failure of both engines after going 
round and climbing to circuit height. With loss of power on both 
engines, the pilot was unable to maintain height and nose-dived 
out of control and crashed outside the airfield in a densely popu-
lated area. Findings by the investigating agency were also sup-
ported by the conversation between the commander of the ill-
fated airliner and the air traffic controller on duty. 

On the question of serviceability of the aircraft, engineers of PIA 
told the investigating authority that the last routine maintenance 
check on the aircraft had been conducted on March 21, 2020 and 

a more comprehensive check was carried out earlier on October 
19, 2019. In these two inspections, no defects were found in the 
engines, the landing gear or the on-board avionics. The Civil Avia-
tion Authority of Pakistan had declared the aircraft fit for flight till 
November 05, 2020. In the first three weeks of May 2020, the aircraft 
had successfully undertaken six passenger flights. All evidence in 
this case was pointing towards lack of professional capability on 
the part of the pilot. Apart from the loss of lives, this accident liter-
ally opened a “Pandora’s Box” with regard to the integrity of the pro-
cess of granting civil flying licence to pilots in Pakistan. The most 
disturbing fact that came to light was that a large number of pilots 
in the PIA were holding civil flying licences that were fake. 

While addressing the Pakistan’s National Assembly, Ghulam Sar-
war Khan, the Minister of Civil Aviation 
in Pakistan stated, “Out of the 860 civil 
pilots in Pakistan, 262 had not appeared 
for the civil licence exam themselves, 
but had arranged to have someone 
else write the exam on their behalf. 
Thus, around 30 per cent of pilots in 
Pakistan have fake flying licenses”. In 
September this year, three officials of 
Pakistan’s Civil Aviation Authority have 
been sacked for their alleged involve-
ment in the fake flying licence scandal 
in the country’s national carrier and 
there may more sackings in the future. 
After admission by Pakistan about the 
issue of fake civil flying licence, several 
countries including Vietnam, Qatar, 

Oman, Emirates and Kuwait grounded not only Pakistani pilots fly-
ing with their airlines, but some of these countries have sacked even 
engineers and ground handling staff hailing from Pakistan. Aviation 
regulators in the United States and the European Union have also 
banned PIA from operating flights to their airports.

Surprisingly, a month after the Minister of Civil Aviation had 
stated that 30 per cent of flying licences issued were fake, Paki-
stan’s civil aviation authority did an about turn and claimed that 
licenses issued to commercial airline transport pilots so far, were 
genuine. In the ensuing chaos, the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO), a specialised agency of the United Nations, 
has finally stepped in and has advised Pakistan to take corrective 
measures immediately and suspend the issuance of any new pilot 
licenses in the wake of the scandal. SPPH
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  by Ayushee ChAuDhAry

With the golden week 
glow, growing passenger 
confidence, cheaper flight 
rates, and government 
support, China’s domestic 
aviation sector is witnessing a 
steady growth

China Roadmaps 
aviation ReCoveRy foR 

the Global 
industRy

J
ust how China was the first to experience the 
spread of novel coronavirus that brought the world to a 
standstill, the country also seems to be among the first 
ones to show distinct and continuous signs of recovery in 
the civil aviation sector.

According to a report released by VariFlight, a China-based 
civil aviation data service provider, Chinese airports handled 
a total of 3,75,300 outbound flights last month, down 6.86 per 
cent compared to the previous year, but up 1.6 per cent month 
on month. The report also shows that the number of domestic 
flights rose year on year in September, while the number of inter-
national flights increased slightly compared to August.

Travel analytics company ForwardKeys had predicted domes-
tic air travel to fully recover in China by September, making it the 

first aviation market anywhere in the world to reach pre-pan-
demic levels.

ForwardKeys had predicted that domestic air travel in China, 
which had been recovering progressively in the view of the Covid-
19 outbreak, will reach a full recovery by the start of September. 
This was done in the wake of domestic arrivals at Chinese air-
ports reaching 86 per cent of 2019 levels in the second week of 
August, while bookings (issued air tickets) hitting 98 per cent, 
with most being for travel in mid to late August.

The ForwardKeys forecast of a full recovery was based on four 
factors.
l	 First, the pandemic was under control.
l	 Second, domestic aviation seat capacity was set to grow by 

5.7 per cent in the last week of August, when compared to the 

China southern Airlines - leading the revival of aviation in China
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same period in last year – and when airlines make seats avail-
able, they tend to fill them by flexing fares.

l	 Third, many schools and university students were travelling 
ahead of the start of term in September.

l	 Finally, aggressive price promotions have greatly stimulated 
demand.
The Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) Airlines 

reported China's airlines have handled 1904 international com-
mercial frequencies since June-2020, and 587 temporary frequen-
cies and weekly commercial frequencies had increased 105 per 
cent compared to early June-2020. Since August-2020, China's 
daily frequencies and seats have exceeded 13,300 and 2.2 mil-
lion, respectively, which is close to 80 per cent of 2019 levels. The 
agency had stated that China daily air seats recovered to 80 per 
cent of 2019 levels in August-2020.

By the end of August, daily average flights handled by China's 
civil aviation industry had come in at 13,000, around 90 per cent 
compared with the volume before the pandemic outbreak.

Meanwhile, the country's daily air passenger volume reached 
1.6 million, about 80 per cent of the volume in the same period last 
year and its domestic routes saw the passenger volume recover to 
around 90 per cent compared with last year.

CAPA, Centre for Aviation had also remarked that the China 
domestic capacity is expected to continue trending above 2019 
levels.

Flightradar24, a global flight tracking service that provides 
real-time information about thousands of flights, airlines, air-
ports around the world, noted three phases as some learnings 
that other countries can learn from the evolution of the Chinese 
aviation market.
l	 Following the sharp decline in traffic to just 20 per cent of 

previous levels, the first phase of the recovery in China saw a 
steep boost in domestic flights back to 40 per cent as essen-
tial connectivity was re-established. The recovery remained 
at this level as international traffic remained suppressed and 
ongoing travel restrictions greatly limited demand.

l	 Then when the quarantine in Wuhan was lifted in April, the 
number of flights started to gradually increase as people were 
able to travel again. The domestic traffic recovered at a steady 
pace of ~10 per cent per month, with the Low Cost Carriers 
(LCC) recovering swiftly. By May, Spring (the largest Chi-
nese LCC) was already flying over 100 per cent of flights on 
a Year-on-Year (YoY) comparison. Leading up to the Labour 
Day celebrations, international traffic made a small revival. 
Government intervention was also put in place to support 
international connectivity through this period. However, this 
revival was short-lived as Beijing saw a COVID-19 flare-up in 
mid-June, and a number of travel restrictions were put in place.

l	 In the third phase, beginning in July, the domestic flights 
began to increase again, probably due to the relaxation of the 
Beijing restrictions and the start of the summer school holi-
days. Domestic flights thereby increased by 36 per cent from 
July 1st to August 31st, while international flights remained at 
the same level.

 Golden week Glow. A HSBC report released early Sep-
tember had pointed out that the ‘Golden Week’ holiday in October 
was “likely to stimulate domestic travel demand,” noting that several 
airports in Mainland China had already recorded month-on-month 
increases in flight movements to meet travel demand at that time. 
And the Golden Week (a seven-day holiday period in China begin-
ning from October 1 to October 7 marking the National Day i.e. the 
founding day of the People’s Republic of China) indeed brought a 
bright ray of recovery with it for China’s domestic airline industry.

CAAC however also mentioned that the average daily pas-
senger figure is about nine per cent lower compared to the same 
period a year ago. Average daily flights mounted fell about 10 per 
cent compared to 2019’s Golden Week holidays, but given the 
unprecedented scenario this year, it is a huge growth sign that 
Chinese carriers mounted over 1,17,000 flights during the Golden 
Week, a large majority being the domestic flights. CAAC data 
for the period also shows that on 30 September, a day before the 

(Left) China Eastern Airlines’ 1st CIIE-themed 
plane landed at the beijing Airport after 
finishing its 1st global tour on september 18

(below) China southern Airlines' success 
just shows extraordinary persistence during 
COVId-19
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week-long holiday began, Chinese carriers operated 15,000 flights, 
carrying more than 1.7 million passengers across the country.

“In some major tourist cities, the number of inbound and out-
bound passenger bookings and the passenger load factor have 
approached or reached the same period last year, indicating that 
travel demand for domestic tourism has recovered significantly,” 
the CAAC states.

 domestiC travel & passenGer ConfidenCe. Ever 
since China stated control over the pandemic, it has doubled down 
on domestic tourism recovery efforts. Carriers such as China 
Southern Airlines and China Eastern Airlines have been giving out 
steep discounts and unlimited travel passes to domestic travelers 
that allow travellers to fly as often as they like for a set period. The 
lowering of price has been a major attraction for passengers along 
with the country’s success in mitigating the spread of the virus 
that has helped in gaining passengers confidence.

However, analysts have pointed out that any pricing strategy 
will only work if consumers have enough confidence to fly, bring-
ing to notice that New Zealand and Vietnam (both coronavirus 
mitigation success stories) had had strong domestic airline activ-
ity, only to witness capacity levels dropping after new outbreaks.

A large portion of the increase in passenger traffic is being 

attributed to the heavy discounts provided by carriers, as a means 
to rebuild domestic travel demand. HSBC researchers say the 
country’s shift toward local tourism will “further fuel the recovery 
in domestic traffic and load factors”. Industry watchers further 
state that while capacity and passenger traffic will be the first to 
recover, profitability will take some time to do so.

The HSBC research report stated that the Chinese carriers 
will now shift their focus on improving yields, especially from 
next month, after experiencing a strong domestic recovery. Nev-
ertheless, it hailed it as a “significant” milestone since the start of 
the outbreak early this year, as a major market in the world has 
returned to pre-pandemic levels.

Data shared by three of China’s largest carriers – Air China, China 
Southern Airlines and China Eastern Airlines – revealed a similar 
trend of gradual growth in passenger numbers, as well as Available 
Seat Kilometres (ASKs) and Revenue Passenger Kilometres (RPKs).

CAPA stated the following favourable conditions for the Chi-
nese air transport industry that could see China be "the first to 
rebound" as outlined by China Southern Airlines:
l	 China's aviation market will take the lead in recovery, due 

to "ample potential, strong resilience, and large manoeuvre 
room."

l	 There is strong potential demand for passenger travel, with 

China's demand for consumption expected to be "released" if 
the pandemic is effectively controlled.

l	 There is strong policy support from China's Government in 
the form of reduced taxes and fees, including the exemption 
of annual civil aviation development funds.

 Government support. There is strong policy support 
from China's Government in the form of reduced taxes and fees, 
including the exemption of annual civil aviation development 
funds which has been a major helping hand in the industry’s suc-
cess. CAPA also noted that the Government support helped to 'oil 
the wheels' of China's recovery.

In July, China moved to allow travel agencies to operate group 
tours across provincial borders. China’s culture and tourism min-
istry also eased restrictions on tourist attractions, allowing them 
to operate at 50 per cent of their capacity, raising the limit from 30 
per cent imposed in April.

The government's effective epidemic control measures and 
supportive policies also aided the country's air passenger and air 
cargo sectors both of which are gradually recovering.

 GeneratinG opportunities. In the United States and 
Europe where COVID-19 case numbers are much higher, airlines are 
still slashing their forward schedules and business travel remains at 
anaemic levels, according to data from Official Airline Guide (OAG).

In contrast, Chinese capacity has snapped back to more than 
90 per cent of pre-pandemic levels due in part to a summer travel 
boom, OAG states and it is expected to recover to last year’s levels 
by the end of 2020, according to industry forecasts.

China's recovering civil aviation industry is not only providing 
a model for others to follow but is also generating new opportuni-
ties for global players amid the country's resilient economy and 
push for wider opening-up.

Leading the global air traffic recovery, China's reviving civil 
aviation industry is fostering new business opportunities for the 
global market and industry players.

Amid challenging times of the global civil aviation sector, 
industry players around the world are paying close attention to 
China's wider opening-up and large market.

China is one of the first regions to recover for Airbus, the man-
ufacturer stated, also mentioning that it expects China to retain 
status as largest single country market. CAPA too remarked that 
China has staged a remarkable recovery, emerging from COVID.

"China is the second-largest overseas market of Air France 
KLM and the largest in Asia. We are delighted and honored to 
resume our passenger flights to China, which marks a big step in 
rebuilding our global network," said Toon Balm, general manager 
of Air France KLM Greater China.

Air France KLM has been playing its role in bridging the air 
cargo between China and Europe to ensure efficient transporta-
tion of vital supplies and maintain the global supply chain.

Boeing has launched the Confident Travel Initiative to 
develop new solutions that could minimise health risks associ-
ated with air travel and raise more safety awareness amid the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

The US plane-maker has joined hands with Chinese airlines to 
provide technical support for safely ensuring disinfection works.

China is expected to maintain the momentum of a steady 
recovery in the second half of the year. The IMF forecasted China 
to achieve what could be the sole positive annual GDP reading 
among major economies. SP

China is one of the first regions 
to recover for Airbus, the 
manufacturer stated, also 
mentioning that it expects 
China to retain status as largest 
single country market
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  by r.K. yadav

DGCa,  the statutory body 
to regulate civil aviation, 

is facing several challenges 
including maintaining its 

credibility as a responsible 
member of ICaO

Civil AviAtion 
in indiA - 
Key ReCommendAtions

air India flight overshot the runway at Calicut resulting in significant casualties

i
ndian civil aviation has seen two terrible tragedies 
in last ten years and both the accidents seem to have some sim-
ilarities. In 2010 an Air India aircraft from Dubai had overshot 
the runway in Mangalore and slid downhill killing 158 people. 
On August 7, 2020 another Air India Flight IX-1344 from Dubai 

to Calicut overshot the runway and 18 out of 190 people onboard 
perished in the crash including the two pilots. While the investi-
gation by Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau (AAIB) is still on, 
there were several comments like "two fellows are dead...and the 
landing it seems was not appropriate” made by the officials in the 

Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). These comments 
faced severe backlash from the Indian Commercial Pilots’ Asso-
ciation (ICPA) and the Indian Pilots’ Guild (IPG) which, in a letter 
to civil aviation minister Hardeep Singh Puri asked for removal of 
current DG Arun Kumar and replacing him with a suitable can-
didate with substantial knowledge of the aviation sector and suf-
ficient operational experience.

The accident and the events after that have raised several ques-
tions regarding the aviation safety practices in India. DGCA which 
is the statutory body to regulate civil aviation is facing several chal-PH
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lenges including maintaining its credibility as a responsible mem-
ber of ICAO. The DGCA conducted investigations through the 
Court of Inquiry and the Committee Inquiry and simultaneously 
a separate investigative agency was established to comply with the 
Standards And Recommended Practices (SARPs) of ICAO before 
the Aircraft amendment bill 2020. The Aircraft Accident Investiga-
tion Bureau (AAIB) was established in 2011 when questions of acci-
dent investigation were raised after the 2010 Mangalore accident.

 aviation accident investigation – global Per-
sPective. It is an interesting study to go through the investiga-
tion procedures across the globe, most of which (193 ICAO mem-
bers) are regulated by ICAO Aircraft Investigation Manual. ICAO 
Annex 13 gives the investigative structure of most of the countries. 
While USA has got National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 
for all civil aircraft accidents, very few other countries like Canada, 
UK, Australia, New Zealand and Switzerland have such established 
institutions; however all are well aware and are expected to follow 
ICAO Annex 13. NTSB considered as the benchmark of transport 
accidents, is composed of five presidentially appointed members, 
who are confirmed by the senate. The board is totally independent 
and responsible only to the President and the Congress. The size of 
investigation team is as per the size of the accident. It could be a 
single member for a small investigation and maybe 10-12 groups for 
a big airline accident. The investigations may take 8 to 10 months 
in several cases and only an authorised member (maybe Investiga-
tor–in–charge or one of the Group Chairmen) will make any pub-
lic comment. NTSB follows ICAO recommendation closely with 
a unique exception of use of “Parties to the Investigation”. These 
parties maybe the organisation’s employees, functions or qualified 
technical personnel to assist in the field investigation.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) may get involved in 
the investigations as a party to the investigation. However it does 
not participate in the analysis and cause determination. This makes 
the investigation independent and unbiased to a large extent. FAA 
does not get involved in airline accidents. Some accidents involv-
ing agricultural aircraft or homebuilt experimental aircraft are del-
egated to the FAA for collecting factual information. Further, NTSB 
uses this factual information for determination of probable causes.

Most of the investigating staff all over the world are trained 
either in US or UK and therefore they share common knowledge, 
practices and procedures. Globally it is believed that the purpose 
of investigation is not to fix the blame but prevention of future 
accidents. Here it is very important to discuss the military avia-
tion accident investigation procedure too, because most of the 
advanced military forces have always had a robust and strong 
internal investigation system. In fact Air Commerce Act 1926 in 
USA was written to exclude the military aviation.

Indian Air Force too has had a very reliable and robust Flight 
Safety eco-system. Director General (Inspection and Safety) is 

tasked with the job of Inspecting the operational and combat 
preparedness of all the IAF units. In this process all the aspects 
including operations, maintenance and administration are scru-
tinised and put under the microscopic observations of the inspec-
tors. This kind of audit system from an external agency keeps a 
check on the field units and ensures adherence to safe procedures 
without compromising on operational efficiency.

 dgca and its Problems. The DGCA primarily deals 
with safety issues and is responsible for regulation of air trans-
port services and for enforcement of civil air regulations, air 
safety and airworthiness standards. There are twelve specialised 
technical directorates to perform its regulatory functions. The 
major departments include Licensing, Examinations, Training 
and Medicals for Pilots, Engineers, Air Traffic Controllers and dis-
patchers, Air Operator Permits for scheduled and non scheduled 
air transport services and also certification of airworthiness and 
registration of the aircraft. The safety audits from time to time 
have brought out a number of issues with these departments.
l	 Lack of Expertise. All these are specialised jobs which need 

domain expertise. DGCA has suffered multiple times due to 
their lack of expertise and lack of understanding of the intrica-
cies of aviation operations. They have been questioned multi-
ple times for their mishandling of Boeing 737 MAX case. Their 
investigations too have been questioned by aviation regulators 
in cases like Kingfisher Airline runway overrun in Pune in 2009 
and the Air India Express aircraft Mangalore accident in 2010.

l	 Immature Handling of the Accidents. In the present case 
too, the remarks made by the DG only go to reveal his total lack 
of technical knowledge and amateurish view of the unfortu-
nate accident. It is an established scientific fact that so-called 
“smooth” touchdowns may be counterproductive in certain 
adverse weather conditions and may pose a significant risk to 
safety. Whether a landing technique is appropriate or a con-
tributory factor to a mishap can only be ascertained after a 
thorough, evidence backed investigation. Such speculative and 
casual remarks damage the investigation as well as the reputa-
tion of the organisation and the country. It is not only un-ethical 
and against the law to blame the pilot even before the enquiry 
has started, this shifts the focus from systemic failures to the 
individual who is not alive anymore to defend himself. The 
DGCA needs to introspect and look into the shortcomings that 
were brought out in the audits carried out by ICAO and FAA.

The accidents in the recent 
past  and the events after that 
have raised several questions 
regarding the aviation safety 
practices in India

Investigation is being done by aircraft accident Investigation  
bureau (aaIb)
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l	 Shortage of Qualified Flight Operations Inspectors. The 
Flight Standards Directorate (FSD) is responsible for the overall 
safety oversight related activities of the DGCA. These involve 
implementation of policies related to licensing, aircraft opera-
tions and airworthiness of aircraft. FAA had downgraded India 
from Cat 1 to Cat 2 in the year 2014. One of the reasons for the 
downgrade was lack of current and qualified type rated instruc-
tors. After this the cabinet approved 75 posts of Flight Opera-
tions Inspectors (FOIs). At present it is being manned by FOIs 
in various categories on contract basis since 2014 which was 
to expire in June 2020. This year 36 of these FOIs have left the 
job already. These FOIs are critical to flight safety of the civil 
aviation in India. They are supposed to ensure that the pilots 
operating the aircraft are trained according to an approved pro-
gramme and carry out proficiency checks of these pilots before 
the pilot license is endorsed with the type of aircraft.

l	 Lack of Authority with the Inspectors. The contractual 
FOIs face many problems like lack of job security due to it’s 
temporary nature, difficulty in maintaining flying currency, 
lack of authority in DGCA. The power of recruitment is with 
DG, which means that the FOI will serve only till the time his 
recruiters are happy. This is an unhealthy situation for the 
Inspectors to work.

l	 Lack of Training opportunities for the Trainers. FOIs are 
supposed to maintain their flying currency from time to time 
to keep their license valid and these involve several hours of 
flying with heavy financial obligations. The cost involved in 
training the pilots on these aircraft is exorbitant. The contrac-
tual FOIs are not getting any support in this respect and if their 
parent airlines facilitate this flying then they would expect 
favours in return. This compromises the standard and sanctity 
of the exam leading to sub-standard flight safety environment.

 recommendations to make dgca and aaib 
more effective. The impact of such downgrade by inter-
national bodies like ICAO, FAA and EASA is bad for the country’s 
image. It has got far reaching economic impacts too. The Indian 
Carriers would not be allowed to expand their operations in these 
countries. The existing operations too would come under ‘height-
ened FAA Surveillance’.
l	 AAIB should be an independent body reporting directly 

to the Cabinet. AAIB reporting to DGCA may lead to clash 
of interests and also it is against basic principles of natural 
justice. For example, in USA the NTSB is not answerable to 
FAA and reports to the President directly. The Chairman of 
AAIB should be given quasi- judicial powers so that they have 
authority to summon the witnesses and this will also enable 
them to objectively determine facts and draw conclusions 
from them so as to provide the basis of an official action.

l	 DGCA should have type qualified FOIs on permanent pay-
roll and not on contractual basis and they should be tasked 
with inspecting and rating the airlines the way Directorate 
of Air Staff Inspection does in the IAF. In order to attract the 
FOIs, the DGCA needs to have a more attractive pay pack-
age. These FOIs should standardise the procedures across 
the fleet.

l	 DGCA should have two wings – (a) Aviation Operations and 
(b) Administration & Finance. Issues like Regulations, Airwor-
thiness certifications, Licensing etc should come under the 
Aviation Operations and should be looked after by aviation 
experts qualified on the job. The bureaucrats may be given the 
Administration and finance part.

l	 DGCA should be headed by an aviator from Civil Aviation or 
Air force background with sufficient experience on various 
types of aircraft. Let’s face it, aviation is a specialised field as 
complex as brain surgery. With all due respect to the bureau-
crats’ versatility and management capability, a three year 
or even five year tenure is not sufficient to understand the 
nuances of aviation operations. All over the world the Avia-
tion regulatory bodies are managed and headed by aviation 
specialists. UK Civil Aviation Authority and FAA are examples 
of the same. Sir Stephen Hillier who heads the UK CAA is ex 
Chief of Air Staff of Royal Air Force, Stephen Dickson who 
heads the FAA is ex Air Force pilot and has flown civil air-
craft extensively with Delta Airlines. There are instances in 
DGCA too when the Director General’s post was tenanted by 
IAF officers - Air Marshal Jafar Zaheer in 1979 and Air Mar-
shal Chandrakant Raje from 1984 to 1986. Both these officers 
were experienced aviators and did a lot of changes in DGCA 
to improve flight safety which included proposal to create 
Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS).
Most of the safety audits of DGCA (ICAO- December 2012; 

FAA – September 2013) have highlighted the same issues which 
have been covered in the article. The institution of AAIB, recruit-
ment of 75 Flight Operations Inspectors and giving controls of 
DGCA to aviation specialists are going to prove positive steps in 
securing the aviation environment in India. This will also improve 
India’s credibility across the globe and provide the airlines more 
opportunities to expand their businesses abroad. SP

The author is a Research Scholar with 17 years of aviation 
experience and more than 3000 flying hours. Currently he is 
pursuing his Phd in Aviation Management from the Univer-
sity of Petroleum and Energy Studies, Dehradun. 

DGCA has suffered multiple 
times due to their lack 
of expertise and lack of 
understanding of the intricacies 
of aviation operations

the purpose of an investigation is not to fix the blame but prevent 
future accidents.
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  by AyuShee chAudhAry

First independently 
developed supersonic 

aircraft, Xb-1 demonstrator 
prototype will begin flight 

testing in 2021

Boom unveils 
the era of supersonic 
flight

boom's Overture is bringing back Supersonic passenger flights
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t
he age of supersonic flights is inching closer 
to reality with advancements happening quite at the 
speed of the concept itself. Towards this, Boom Super-
sonic, the aerospace company building the world’s 
fastest airliner, unveiled its supersonic demonstrator, 

XB-1 on October 7. With the delta wing that balances low-speed 
stability at takeoff and landing with high-speed efficiency, the jet 
is propelled by three J85-15 engines that are designed by General 
Electric, and provide XB-1 more than 12,000 pounds of thrust, 
allowing it to fly at breakthrough supersonic speeds.

“Boom continues to make progress towards our founding mis-
sion—making the world dramatically more accessible. XB-1 is an 
important milestone towards the development of our commer-
cial airliner, Overture, making sustainable supersonic flight main-
stream and fostering human connection,” said Blake Scholl, Boom 
founder and CEO during the virtual rollout of the demonstrator 
prototype. During the rollout, Scholl also explained the importance 
of the aircraft’s engine intakes, which slow the speed of the airflow 
to roughly half the speed of sound to accommodate the subsonic 
GE engines. Boom has worked for the last five years with Rolls-
Royce on the planned medium-bypass turbofans for the Overture.

The jet, being referred to as “history’s first independently devel-
oped supersonic jet” is slated to fly for the first time in 2021 and will 
undergo a 100 per cent carbon-neutral flight test programme. After 
rollout, XB-1 that can fly up to a speed of Mach 2.2, will complete 
its ongoing, extensive ground test programme before heading to 
Mojave, California in 2021 for flight test, Boom stated. At the same 
time, the company will finalise Overture’s propulsion system and 
conduct wind tunnel tests to validate aircraft design. Boom has 
reportedly partnered with Flight Research, Inc. (FRI) on the flight 
test programme. Plans call for incrementally expanding the envelope 
of the XB-1 to supersonic speeds. Ground and low-speed taxi testing 
will occur at Centennial Airport in Colorado, while high-speed taxi 
and flight take place at Mojave Air and Space Port in California.

Boom’s XB-1 with a 71-foot-long fuselage has been optimally 
shaped for high-speed aerodynamic efficiency and makes use of 
the carbon-composite airframe that maintains its strength and 
rigidity, even under the high temperatures and stresses of super-
sonic flight.

The rollout also highlighted notable features of cockpit ergo-
nomics. “Guidance and feedback from XB-1’s test pilots played a 
key role in cockpit design, which was the product of hundreds of 

hours of human factors and usability testing,” stated Boom. XB-1, 
through its forward vision system, also leverages a high-resolution 
video camera and cockpit display to give pilots a virtual window 
through the nose, providing superior runway visibility for landing.

“When XB-1 breaks the sound barrier in flight, Boom will be 
finalising the design of Overture, whose own rollout is on track 
for 2025,” the manufacturer stated. Founded in 2014, Boom is the 
first commercial airplane manufacturer to commit to a carbon-
neutral flight test programme and to build sustainability into its 
entire aircraft programme. The company is backed by world-class 
investors and has 30 aircraft on pre-order. 

The manufacturer stated that to design and build XB-1, Boom 
recruited a team of experts from around the industry, forged rela-
tionships with key suppliers, and built a strong safety culture. Boom’s 
innovations include developing one of the highest-efficiency civil 
supersonic engine intakes ever tested, demonstrating Boom’s ability 
to deliver a breakthrough in propulsive efficiency for Overture. 

Many renowned aerospace leaders, Boom partners and inves-
tors including NASA leaders and astronauts Major General Charles 
F. Bolden, Jr, USMC (Retd), 12th NASA Administrator and Captain 
Robert “Hoot” Gibson, USN (Retd), Chief Concorde pilot for Brit-
ish Airways, Captain Mike Bannister; Author of Supersonic: The 
Design and Lifestyle of Concorde, Lawrence Azerrad, US Air Force 
Brigadier General Ryan Britton, Strategy Director at Rolls-Royce 
Civil Aerospace, Simon Carlisle, and other Boom investors as well 
as advisors were a part of the virtual presentation.

Recently Boom was also awarded a contract from US Air Force 
One for Overture. Boom expects the XB-1 to demonstrate tech-
nologies planned for the 55-seat Overture, such as carbon-fiber 
composite construction, computer-optimised high-efficiency 
aerodynamics, and supersonic propulsion systems. SP

“XB-1 is an important milestone 
towards the development of our 
commercial airliner, Overture, 
making sustainable supersonic 
flight mainstream and fostering 
human connection,” said Blake 
Scholl, Boom Founder and CEO.

After rollout, XB-1 will 
complete its ongoing, extensive 
ground test programme before 
heading to Mojave, California 
in 2021 for flight test, Boom 
stated. At the same time, the 
company will finalise Overture’s 
propulsion system and conduct 
wind tunnel tests to validate 
aircraft design.
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  by Anil ChoprA

Given the relevance of the 
air transport system for the 
economy, it is important that 
industry and policy makers 
are aware of changes and 
likely future impacts driven by 
increased fuel prices

Low FueL 
Consumption 
and its impaCt on 
the Cost oF airLine 
operations

a
s per InternatIonal aIr Transport Asso-
ciation (IATA), the global airline industry’s fuel bill 
was $188 billion in 2019, accounting for around 23.7 
per cent of operating expenses at an average price of 
$65 per barrel Brent. This was an increase of 4.7 per 

cent over 2018, and is almost 50 per cent more than the $127 
billion fuel bill for 2006, which accounted for 28.4 per cent of 
operating expenses at $65.1 per barrel Brent. In 2020, the fuel 
bill was forecast to be $182 billion, accounting for 22.1 per cent 
of operating expenses at around $63 per barrel Brent. However, 

Fuel is nearly a quarter of global airline industry's operating expenses
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the COVID-19 hit the industry hard, and expense and earning 
calculations got upset.

Jet fuel prices have increased significantly during the past 
decade, resulting in fuel cost becoming airlines’ primary oper-
ating cost. Given the relevance of the air transport system for 
the economy, it is important that industry and policy mak-
ers are aware of changes and likely future impacts driven by 
increased fuel prices. The FAA Modernization and Reform Act 
of 2012, covers the need for aviation fuel research and devel-
opment and independent review of energy and environment-
related research programmes. The future market-based carbon 
constraint policies may further increase the effective price of 
jet fuel. IATA analysis found that the fuel price increase after 
2004, could be correlated to airline fuel efficiency improvement. 
Although fuel efficiency gains from new, more fuel efficient air-
craft appear to be limited between 2004 and 2010, data analysis 
provides evidence for a number of operational changes, such as 
cruise speed reduction, which may have led to improved airline 
fuel efficiency. It was found that increasing fuel price may have 
reduced short stage-length traffic. Future fuel price scenarios 
indicate that any increase in fuel price would reduce the rate 

of growth of airline operations, but total operations would con-
tinue to grow through to 2025. However, sustained GDP growth 
gets more air travelers and dampens the impact on airlines of 
fuel price increase. Increased fuel prices would appear to lead to 
improved airline fuel efficiency.

 MaJor aIrlIne eXpenses. The major expenses that 
affect airline industry are labour and fuel costs. Labour costs 
are largely fixed in the short-term, while fuel costs can swing 
wildly based on the price of oil. It is because of this, more atten-
tion is required to fuel costs. Two-thirds of the cost of flying 
an airplane is fixed, so changes in fuel costs can swing a flight 
from profit to loss depending on passengers onboard. Histori-
cally, the airline industry continues to be brutally competitive, 
even though air travel has become an integral part of life. The 
cost of flying continues to trend lower. Internet has also created 
greater price transparency, and has reduced margins. Labour 
accounts for approximately 35 per cent of the total of operating 
expenses of the airlines. During downturns, management looks 
to cut labour costs by laying off workers or reducing pay and 
perks. Maintenance, spares, labour, handling luggage, airport 
fees, taxes, marketing, promotions, travel agent commissions 
and passenger expenses, all account for nearly 55 per cent of 
total operating costs.

 FUel Cost anD operatInG eXpenses. Most com-
panies try to hedge fuel costs. They buy future contracts to 
lock in their costs for a set period of time, turning it into a fixed 
expense. When fuel prices rise, this behaviour is rewarded. When 

The major expenses that affect 
the airline industry are labour 
and fuel costs

airbus, along with partners, is developing an e-Fan X hybrid-electric demonstrator
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fuel prices decline, it is punishing. The worst time for airlines is 
when oil prices spike. The period from 2009 to 2014 saw improv-
ing economies and oil prices that slowly climbed higher before 
it leveled around $100 from 2011 to 2014. The drop in oil prices 
from 2014 to 2017 was particularly beneficial for airlines.

 FUel saVInGs optIons. There is a need for a compre-
hensive view of total-fleet operational fuel consumption. Aviation 
operators need to have insight into current fuel usage through 
all phases of flight. This visibility enables better decision making 
to reduce fuel consumption, costs and emissions and giving an 
opportunity to decrease fuel consumption. Special software can 
analyse hundreds of parameters derived directly from the opera-
tional data and help flight-by-flight comparison for each fuel sav-
ing initiative. Airline operators have to control fuel consumption 
without falling outside the scope of operational procedures and 
safety rules. In airline business, the basic factors determining the 
competitive advantage are price, quality and cost efficiency. Air-
lines do not have many options to directly affect the ticket prices 
in highly competitive airline market because price is mostly 
determined by market dynamics. Therefore, airlines primarily 
focus on their costs. They have to gain a competitive advantage 
by keeping costs low. Fluctuations in fuel prices and restriction of 

environmental emissions by international organisations, consid-
erably affect airline fuel costs.

 neeD For teCHnoloGICal InVestMent. Airlines 
needs to focus on technological investments and developments, 
operational improvements and alternative fuel use to reduce fuel 
consumption. Fuel consumption is measured by passenger-kilo-
meters per litre of fuel or litres/100km per seat. Typically, an ATR 
42-500 with 48 seats uses 3.15 litre/100km per seat; a Dornier 228 
6.22; Airbus A321 Neo 2.19 and Boeing 737 MAX 9 2.3. A Boe-
ing 777-200ER on a medium-haul flight uses 2.89 litre/100km per 
seat, but the same aircraft on a long-haul flight uses 3.08 litres. 
The Adaptive Cycle Engine (ACE), unlike traditional engines with 
fixed airflow, is a variable cycle engine that will automatically 
alternate between a high-thrust mode for maximum power and 
a high-efficiency mode for optimum fuel saving. ACE is designed 
to increase aircraft thrust by up to 20 per cent, improve fuel con-
sumption by 25 per cent, extend range by over 30 per cent and 
provide significantly more aircraft heat dissipation capacity.

Growth of computer technology and the micro-electronics 
revolution allows full-authority electronic digital controls of 
aircraft engines. The smart engine has huge magnitude of com-
putational power. Flight data is tracked in real time that helps 
making minor changes to flight plans and aircraft speed to 

reduce flight time and fuel consumption, improve engine effi-
ciency, reduce maintenance time and costs between flights and 
also the ‘Life Cycle Cost’. This can result in revolutionising flight 
efficiency and profitability.

 eleCtrIC propUlsIon. There are challenges and oppor-
tunities for more-electric aircraft, of 787 or A350 class. Hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems, such as those for actuation or air condi-
tioning, are already being replaced by electrical systems to save 
weight and improve reliability. Each 787 can produce around 
1,000 kVA for onboard systems, markedly more than previous-
generation models. Onboard power storage has also grown sig-
nificantly. E-Fan X hybrid-electric demonstrator was expected to 
fly in 2020. Boeing will initially develop an electrically powered 
ten-seater. An electrically powered, 180-seat, short-haul aircraft 
is expected by 2027. Hybrid-electric system would initially be 
heavier than the fossil fuel-based propulsion system.

 FUel eFFICIenCY sUMMarIseD. Lower fuel consump-
tion will provide airlines with economic advantages. It is also 
environmentally important. In the event of an increase in fuel 
prices, airlines will have to increase ticket prices. In this case, the 
demand for the airline will decrease. This will be reflected in rev-
enue losses, decline in sales and market losses. All this makes it 
imperative to save fuel.

The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) 
states that with technological advancements, air vehicles con-
sume 80 per cent less fuel than in 1960. This ratio has been 
dropping by one to two per cent annually and also the air traf-
fic increases by four to five per cent per year. At the 2010 ICAO 
meeting, two goals for aviation were identified: two per cent 
fuel saving per year up to 2020, and neutralisation of carbon 
value as specified in Paris. A three per cent fuel saving target 
for each year was set for IATA member airlines. Intelligent fuel 
hedging to lower fuel costs and using more economical new 
generation planes and jet engines will reduce fuel costs. The 
average fuel consumption of new planes is reduced by 45 per 
cent compared to old planes.

A study in USA found that when the fuel consumed per-mile-
per-passenger was calculated, there was a difference of about 25 
per cent between the top three best performing airlines and the 
last three airlines that appeared to be inefficient. Generally, deep-
rooted and large airlines have less efficient fuel use than low-cost 
and relatively smaller competitors. From an operational point of 
view, the stages from engine start, taxi, take-off, flight, approach, 
landing, taxi and engine stop are a cycle in which a plane con-
sumes fuel during operation. The fuel consumed during these 
stages can be optimised with an appropriate operation planning 
and strategy. This optimisation is done to provide operational 
efficiency both in the air and on the ground.

Given the actual aircraft performance, operational con-
straints, safety, efficiency, operational planning and procedures, 
fuel economy can be achieved in theory at the levels possible. 
Some of the operational steps used are aircraft centre of gravity 
optimisation, fuel carriage planning, ground operation optimisa-
tion, air traffic and flight plan optimisation and optimisation of 
taxiing procedures. There is a fuel management model for opera-
tionally monitoring and regulating fuel consumption in all steps 
of the operation for airline operators. For countries like India, 
which are net petroleum importers, fuel efficiency has double 
benefit and needs to be pushed most earnestly. SP

For countries like India which 
are net petroleum importers, 
fuel efficiency has double 
benefit and needs to be pushed 
most earnestly
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  by Ajit AgtEy

as far as transportation 
is concerned, the focus is 

beginning to shift from fossil 
fuels to electric Power or 

alternate fuel using Hydrogen 
Fuel Cells

EnginEs for 
rEgional JEts

a
s the name Regional Jets suggests, these air-
planes are in a different class from others. Therefore, 
it is necessary to see the various different classes and 
categories of airliners. Airliners get classified based on 
passenger carrying capacity, All Up Weight (AUW), 

number of engines, number of aisles and their flying range. There 
are various combinations of the criteria listed above and hence 
there are a large number of categories of airliners.

 DeVeloPment. Typically, a Regional Jet is a small aircraft 
meant for operating regional flights. Its definition has undergone 
a change through a process of evolution. Initially, it was classi-
fied as a class that could carry 66 to 100 passengers. These days 
Regional Jets typically carry between 66 to 150 passengers. That 
puts most of these aircraft in the sub 40-tonne AUW category. 

Incidentally, India offers landing parking charges waiver for air-
craft below 40-tonne AUW operating under the UDAN banner.

Regional Jets usually have less than 150 seats and are typi-
cally produced by aircraft manufacturers that specialise in mak-
ing small aircraft. For example, neither of the two biggest airliner 
manufacturers, namely Airbus and Boeing, produce Regional Jets. 
Instead, these are produced by Embraer, Bombardier, Sukhoi, 
Antonov and COMAC. A comparative list of Regional Jets, cur-
rently in operation, is placed below.
l	 Antonov An-148 (2009– 68–99 seats)
l	 Bombardier CRJ700 series (2001– 66–104 seats)
l	 Comac ARJ21 (2016– 78–105 seats)
l	 Sukhoi Superjet 100 (2011– 87–108 seats)
l	 Embraer E-Jet and E2 Family (2004 - 66-124 seats)

The Regional Jets are gradually making inroads into a domain 

Pratt & Whitney PW6000 was designed to 
significantly reduce maintenance cost
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that was reserved for turboprops. Regional Jets do cruise at flight 
levels that the large airliners do and about the same Mach Num-
ber. To enable these airplanes to cruise at high altitudes and at 
speeds close to those of large airliners, their engines have to be in 
the 15,000 to 20,000 lbf thrust class.

The amazing aspect is that the engine technology has pro-
gressed in leaps and bounds and even the engines which power 
the Regional Jets are turbofan engines that are the order of the 
day. All revenue generating airplanes are powered by turbofan 
engines. The fan technology has been refined to an extent that 
was unbelievable a few years ago. As a result, there is a large range 
of fuel efficient, reliable and rugged turbofan engines from the 
very small to large.

Unlike the airframe manufactures, wherein the two major 
manufacturers, Airbus and Boeing do not touch Regional Jets, 
the aero engine manufacturers are different. All engine manu-
facturers design and manufacture engines of all thrust ratings. 
There are quite a few big manufacturers who have entered into 
joint ventures across continents and are producing superb 
engines. The four major 
players in the Western 
world are Rolls-Royce, 
Pratt & Whitney, General 
Electric and SAFRAN (erst-
while SNECMA).

Some of these manu-
facturers have entered into 
joint ventures amongst 
themselves. For example, 
General Electric with 
SNECMA jointly produced 
an all-time winner, the 
CFM-56. International 
Aero Engines (IAE) is a 
multinational corporation 
registered in Zurich, com-
prising Pratt & Whitney, 
Rolls-Royce, Japanese Aero 
Engine Corporation, MTU 
Aero Engines of Germany, 
and Fiat Avio of Italy. This 
corporation developed the 
well known V2500 engine 
now in use on a large number of A320s. Others have entered into 
ventures with Russian, Chinese, German and Japanese compa-
nies to produce a whole host of engines.

Today, the aero engines for civilian applications can, generally, 
be classified into three categories:
l	 Large Fan Engines for Wide Body airplanes. 50,000 lb thrust 

and above.
l	 Medium-thrust Engines 25,000 – 35,000 lb thrust for the sin-

gle-aisle airliners of the Airbus 320 and Boeing 737 families.
l	 Small Fan Engines 15,000 – 20,000 lb thrust for the Regional Jets.

It is the small turbofan engines that power the Regional Jets 
which is of interest to us. There are a host of engines that are in 
the market for the Regional Jets. Most surprisingly, they are a 
product of a large number of joint ventures. Given below is a list 
of comparable engines available for the Regional Jets:
l	 PowerJet SaM146
l	 Progress D-436
l	 General Electric CF34

l	 Pratt & Whitney PW6000
l	 Rolls-Royce BR700

PowerJet SaM146. This is a turbofan engine produced by the 
PowerJet corporation which is a joint venture between Snecma of 
France and NPO Saturn of Russia. Developing 15,000–18,000 lb of 
thrust, the SaM146 is used on the Sukhoi Superjet 100. Snecma 
is in charge of the core engine, control system (FADEC), trans-
missions (accessory gearbox, transfer gearbox), overall engine 
integration and flight testing. NPO Saturn is responsible for the 
components in the low pressure section and engine installation 
on the Sukhoi Superjet 100 Regional Jet and ground testing.

Progress D-436. This is a three-shaft, high by-pass turbofan 
engine developed by the Ukrainian company Ivchenko-Progress. 
It was developed in the 1980s for the late versions of the Yak-42 
and the An-72. The engine first ran in 1985, and was subsequently 
certified in 1987. Several variants have been developed and are 
currently in service.

General Electric CF34. This is a civilian high-bypass tur-
bofan developed by GE Aircraft Engines from its TF34 military 

engine. The CF34 is used 
on a number of business 
and Regional Jets including 
the Bombardier CRJ series, 
the Embraer E-Jets and 
the Comac ARJ21. In 2012, 
there were 5,600 engines in 
service. The original engine 
contained a single stage 
fan driven by a four-stage 
Low Pressure (LP) turbine, 
supercharging a 14-stage 
HP compressor driven by 
a two-stage High Pressure 
(HP) turbine. Later, higher 
thrust versions of the CF34 
featured an advanced tech-
nology core, with only ten 
HP compressor stages. Lat-
est variants, the 10A and 
10E, were derived from 
the CFM56 engine family 
and have a radically differ-
ent HP spool, containing a 

nine-stage compressor driven by a single-stage turbine. The LP 
spool has three-core booster stages behind the fan. Static thrust is 
18,500 lbf for the -10E variant.

Pratt & Whitney PW6000. This was designed as the engine 
with minimum complexity to significantly reduce maintenance 
cost through weight and fuel consumption savings. However, 
tests revealed that the initial five-stage HP compressor-based 
design did not meet the fuel burn performance. To address the 
problem, Pratt & Whitney re-certified an updated design utilis-
ing a six-stage HP compressor designed by MTU Aero Engines in 
order to achieve the performance. The German company manu-
factures the high-pressure compressor and the low-pressure tur-
bine. The engine made its first flight on August 21, 2000 on a test 
aircraft. The engine final assembly line is located at MTU Aero 
Engines in Hanover, Germany.

Rolls-Royce BR700. This family of turbofan engines powers 
Regional Jets and corporate jets. It was developed by BMW and 
Rolls-Royce through the joint venture BMW Rolls-Royce AeroEn-

CFM56-7b-engine
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gines GmbH, established in 1990. The BR710 first ran in 1995. It is 
manufactured in Dahlewitz, Germany. Rolls-Royce took full con-
trol of the company in 2000, which is now known as Rolls-Royce 
Deutschland. The BR710 is a twin-shaft turbofan that entered 
service on the Gulfstream V in 1997 and the Bombardier Global 
Express in 1998. This version has also been selected to power 
the Gulfstream G550. In May 2017, the 3,200 engines in service 
reached ten million flying hours.

Post 1995, the divide between the Western world and Russia/
China in the domain of civil aero engines has broken down. There 
are joint ventures between French and Russian manufacturers 
and American engines are standard fit on Chinese airplanes. In 
short, manufacturers are looking globally for the best suited prod-
uct for the project.

A study of the data of five Regional Jets engines will reveal that 
they are all around the 15,000 lbf to 20,000 lbf thrust, roughly of 
similar dimensions, thrust to weight ratio, bypass ratio and pres-
sure ratio. The most amazing part of the leap in engine technol-
ogy is the reliability. Engines do not come off the pylon mounts 
for up to 14,000 hours.

The civil aviation industry was booming till the onset of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. However, this too shall pass and in about 
three years, the industry will recover its original trajectory.

 shiFting FoCUs. As far as transportation is concerned, the 
focus is beginning to shift from fossil fuels to Electric Power or 
alternate fuel using Hydrogen Fuel Cells. Apart from ground vehi-
cles, airplanes are also being tried and tested with electric power 
and alternate fuels. Airplanes are at the moment in the very basic 
stage as far as electric powered propulsion is concerned. Electric 
powered airplanes are facing development challenges based on 
the battery weight and associated problems. Battery technology 

is simply not moving fast enough. This is where alternate fuels 
in airplanes is gathering momentum. Airbus has started a proj-
ect aimed at zero emission called “ZEROe” and plans to have a 
passenger airplane in the air as early as 2030. The Airbus ZEROe 
concept illustration is shown below.

As can be seen, the concept is to have turboprop class air-
planes carry up to 100 passengers over 1,000 nautical miles, while 
turbofan airplanes capable of up to 200 passengers in excess of 
2,000 nautical miles. The boldest concept, however, is Blended-
Wing Body airplane.

The way they are working on the concept is remarkable 
and barring some major hold-up, they should have a passenger 
aircraft operating a revenue flight by 2030. That would end the 
dependence on fossil fuels.

At present, development work is on in full swing on all three 
classes of aero engines - the big, medium and Regional Jet class. 
The results, in terms of fuel efficiency, are unbelievable. The reli-
ability of turbine engines has been established beyond doubt. The 
era of gas guzzling engines is not over, but the end is near. There 
is light at the end of the tunnel as far as alternate fuels and low/
zero emission engines are concerned. These are interesting times, 
and we just might soon have the privilege to fly transcontinental 
on a ZEROe airplane. SP

Electric powered airplanes are 
facing development challenges 
based on the battery weight and 
associated problems

turboprop
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Source: Airbus
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The engines offer double-
digit improvements in fuel 

consumption, up to 75 
per cent reduction in noise 
footprint and up to 50 per 
cent reduction in nitrogen 

oxide emissions

PW1700G & 
PW1900G: 
For a Ground-breakinG 
eFFicient, sustainable 
travel

Engines from Pratt & Whitney's GTF family

e
ver since the foundation of the American 
aerospace manufacturer, Pratt & Whitney in 1925, the 
company has ensured to establish itself as a trusted name 
in global service operations as well as in manufacturing 
of turbine engines for fixed-and-rotory-wing aircraft. 

With constant innovation and consistent performance, Pratt & 
Whitney has upgraded itself and stands out as a leading engine 
manufacturer in the industry.

Whether it is for commercial engines, military engines, busi-
ness aviation engines, general or regional aviation engines, heli-PH
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copter engines or auxiliary power units, Pratt & Whitney (P&W) 
has a name for providing dependable engines. With the intro-
duction of the JT15D (powering the Citation I) and the PW100 
(regional airline turboprop) family, the company was rebranded 
as Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) in 1975. Today, Pratt & Whit-
ney is a world leader in the design, manufacture and service of 
aircraft engines and auxiliary power units.

 redefininG coMMerciaL enGines. Commercial 
engines are one of the strongest and most sought after products 
of P&W. The manufacturer’s large commercial engines power 
nearly 30 per cent of the world's mainline passenger aircraft 
fleet. A major breakthrough product has been Pratt & Whitney’s 
PurePower Geared Turbofan (GTF) Engine that is often seen in 
a league of its own. Claimed to be the first in a new era of com-
mercial jet engines by the manufacturer, the GTF is professed to 
be built with an architecture that is superior by design with an 
unmatched runway for growth. The PurePower engine family 
has completed more than 23,000 hours of testing and more than 
40,000 cycles.

Incorporating advances in aerodynamics, lightweight mate-
rials and other major technology improvements in the high-
pressure spool, low-pressure turbine, combustor, controls, 
engine health monitoring and more, the engine models of the 

GTF engine family comprise PW1200G, PW1500G, PW1100G-
JM, PW1400G-JM, PW1700G and PW1900G. With a strong back-
log of more than 8,000 firm and option engines on order with 
over 80 customers, the GTF offers approximate savings of 100 
gallons of fuel per flight hour and reduction in C02 of 1 metric 
tonne per flight hour.

Pioneered by a proven geared architecture and over 40 ground 
breaking technologies, the GTF engine delivers significant reduc-
tions in fuel burn, noise and regulated emissions. Having intro-
duced a fundamental shift in jet engine technology, GTF engines 
come with a guarantee to drive more efficient, sustainable air 
travel, enabling airlines to open new routes and fly more people 
farther, with less fuel – and much lower noise.

 PoWer PLants for Profit hunter. The PW1700G 
and PW1900G engines are no different, belonging to the strong 
legacy that their engine family entails and have equally attracted 
demands with their benefits. The PW1700G and PW1900G 
engines, which power the second-generation E-170/175 and the 
larger E-190/195 respectively, have a thrust range between 15,000 
lbs and 22,000 lbs.

The PW1700G and PW1900G power the Embraer E-Jets E2, 
the profit hunter family. The PW1700G engine is the exclusive 
power plants for the E-Jets E175-E2. The geared architecture, 

PW1919G
PW1922G

PW1921G
PW1923G-A

Embraer E190-E2
Embraer E190-E2

Embraer E195-E2
Embraer E195-E2

20,860
23,815

22,550
23,815

Model Aircraft Thrust (Ib's)

sPecifications

Source: Pratt & Whitney

73"
Fan Diameter

12:1
Bypass Ratio

19K-23K
Pounds of Thrust

1 FAN

G FDGS

3 LPC STAGES

8 HPC STAGES

2 HPT STAGES

3 LPT STAGES

56"
Fan Diameter

9:1
Bypass Ratio

14K-17K
Pounds of Thrust

1 FAN

G FDGS
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8 HPC STAGES
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3 LPT STAGES

PW1900G (Left) and PW1700G (riGht)

Source: Pratt & Whitney
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combined with an all-new, advanced engine core enables the 
PW1700G engine to deliver significant economic and environ-
mental benefits, without compromise, owing to the engine’s revo-
lutionary geared fan technology. The PW1900G powered E190-E2 
builds on millions of hours of development and revenue experi-
ence with the P&W GTF family and is first in a new generation of 
E-Jets E2 powered by Pratt & Whitney.

 dePendaBLe efficiencY. Being a part of the GTF engine 
family, both these engines offer double-digit improvements in 
fuel consumption, up to 75 per cent reduction in noise footprint 
and up to 50 per cent reduction in nitrogen oxide emissions. The 
engines use an advanced gear system allowing the engine’s fan to 
operate at a speed different from that of the low-pressure com-
pressor and turbine. As a result, the fan pressure ratios are lower 
and the bypass ratios much higher enabling all components to 
achieve their respective optimum speed, which greatly boosts 
overall efficiency. The GTF engine holds a history of meeting all 

performance specifications since the start of entry into service, 
and this fact adds a golden feather to the hat of the PW1700G and 
PW1900G making them further trustworthy and dependable. The 
GTF engine powers five aircraft platforms, with the Airbus A220, 
the Airbus A320neo family and Embraer E190-E2 already in com-
mercial service.

The major benefits of PW1700G and PW1900G engines 
include:
l	 Double digit reduction in fuel consumption
l	 Upto 75 per cent reduction in noise footprint
l	 Up to 50 per cent reduction in NOx emissions

Having entered service in 2018, the Embraer E-Jets equipped 
with PurePower PW1700G and PW1900G engines offer signifi-
cant reductions in fuel burn, emissions, noise and operating costs 
compared to today’s aircraft.

Embraer selected the Pratt & Whitney PW1700G engine to 
power the E175-E2, which is expected to enter service in 2021. 
The PW1700G engine comes with an assurance to help drive 
more efficient, sustainable air travel, enabling airlines to open 
new routes and fly more people over longer distances with less 
fuel – and much lower noise emissions. This allows operators to 
have the ability to create options for routes that didn’t exist before 
and make point to point destinations more available to the flying 
public.

While improving efficiency, P&W’s geared engine architec-
ture reduces the number of stages and parts simultaneously. 
The PW1700G and PW1900G engines provide optimised engines 
across the E-Jets E2 models, delivering high maturity and maxi-
mum benefit across the family.

Utilising the PW1000G engine family test program experi-
ence, the PW1700G and PW1900G engines benefit from millions 
of hours of experience at EIS, providing dependable engines for 
the E-Jets E2. 

Holding the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Cleen 
Program Status, the PW1900G/PW1700G engine programs were 
launched at 2013 Paris Air Show. The joint development phase for 
E190-E2/E195-E2 has been completed while that for the E175-E2 
is underway. 

It was in December 2012 when the engine selection took 
place. The first PW1900G engine went to test in June 2015 and 
engine certification for the same took place in April 2016. In May 
2016, E190-E2 took its first flight and one year after that in May 
2017, E195-E2 took its first flight. In 2018 the single aisle aircraft 
E190-E2 entered service while in 2019 the long range E195-E2 
entered service and now E175-E2, the short to medium range air-
craft is gearing up to enter into service in 2021 powered by the 
ultra-high bypass ratio engine, PW1700G. The jet made its inau-
gural flight in December 2019. SP

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Programme  
Launch

E190E2
1st Flight

PW1900G
FETT

PW1900G
Eng cert

PW1700G
Eng cert

PW1700G
FETTSource: Embraer

The geared architecture, 
combined with an all-new, 
advanced engine core enables 
the PW1700G engine to 
deliver significant economic 
and environmental benefits, 
without compromise, owing 
to the engine’s revolutionary 
geared fan technology
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The jet engine is the 
most complex element of 
an aircraft and one of the 

most complex human-made 
products ever developed, 

housing thousands of 
individual components and 
ultimately determining fuel 

efficiency for aircraft

Composites to ReduCe 

Weight of 
AeRo engines

A
t present, the single-most important 
aspect of aircraft operating cost is fuel which repre-
sents 33 to 40 per cent of global airline expenses and 
even at somewhat moderated cost inflation could 
soon climb to 50 per cent or more. Aero engine manu-

facturers have replaced metal with composites to mitigate the 
weight increase of the engines. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, 
the application of composites in aircraft engines was relatively 

limited. More than half of the total composite volume was direct-
ly associated with nacelle components, such as thrust reversers, 
acoustic liners, cascades, blocker doors, radial drive fairings and 
cowlings. On some models, aramid fibres (often in the form of 
dry-fibre belts) were used to reinforce aluminium fan cases. Com-
posite nose cones, a variety of air ducts and engine air-oil seals 
were fairly common as well. A modest attempt in aero engines 
weight reduction!

ge90 engine
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When GE’s GE90 engine entered service in 1995, it applied many 
more advanced materials and Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) pro-
cessing to introduce a number of new composite components, 
most notably, large fan blades made from hundreds of plies of 
intermediate-modulus carbon fibre prepreg. Since then, compos-
ite blades, fan containment cases, bypass ducts, stator vanes and a 
host of components and brackets have become common not only 
in commercial jets but also in business and military aircraft.

The jet engine is the most complex element of an aircraft and 
one of the most complex human-made products ever developed, 
housing thousands of individual components and ultimately 
determining fuel efficiency for aircraft. Traditionally, certain 
materials have been used specifically for different parts of the jet 
engine as illustrated above.

 Composites teChnologY. Materials technology is of 
fundamental importance to the gas turbine engine. The ultimate 
efficiency of the engine is limited by operating temperature and, 
consequently, it requires materials with high temperature capa-
bility. The persistent drive to reduce emissions is compounding 
this need. Engine weight is another important factor, impacting 
on fuel consumption and military aircraft agility, thus stimulating 
the demand for low-density materials. The fuel consumption of 

large aircraft could be reduced by one per cent if the jet engine 
weight is lowered by approximately 68 kg. In addition, as weight 
reduction of the jet engine would result in reduced airframe 
structural strength for supporting the engine, weight reduction of 
airframes can also be expected.

However, considering that the melting point of current super 
alloys is around 1,850°C, the challenge becomes finding materi-
als that will withstand hotter temperatures. The advent of lean-
burn engines, with temperature potentials as high as 2,100°C, has 
pushed the demand for these new materials. To achieve higher 
thrust, higher operating temperatures must be realised and for 
higher efficiency, engines must be made significantly lighter with-
out loss of thrust. In either case, new families of materials need to 
be developed that have higher melting points and greater intrin-
sic strength.

Composites are any material system consisting of two or 
more discrete materials that collectively provide properties that 
are not exhibited by any of the constituent materials in isolation 
and most likely provide some form of performance improvement. 
Composites provide many benefits over traditional materials 
including better strength to weight ratio, improved durability, 
added functionality and more freedom in design configurations. 
Composite materials are typically formed of a fibrous reinforce-
ment such as carbon or glass fibre, which provide strength and 
stiffness, embedded in a matrix material to provide the overall 
shape, support and toughness of the material.

 WhY Use Composites? The two major interrelated driv-
ers for the application of Ceramic and Metal Matrix Composite 
(CMC and MMC), Fibre-Reinforced Polymers (FRPs) and Polymer 
Matrix Composites (PMCs) in engines have been weight reduction 
and performance improvement. MMC compressor drums have 
the potential for 80 per cent weight saving over a conventional 
disc and blade assembly and PMC components typically provide 

The single-most important 
aspect of aircraft operating 
cost is fuel which represents 33 
to 40 per cent of global airline 
expenses

comprEssor
nickel-, cobalt-, or iron-based alloys. Additives are aluminum 

and/or titanium and chromium, as well as rare earth 
elements like yttrium

Fan
Aluminum, 

titanium, or 
stainless steel

TurbinE
nickel-based superalloy, 
where out-side air is 
circulated through channels 
inside of the turbine blades. 
For lower pressure turbine 
blades, iron-based superalloy 
or even stainless steel. The 
metals used for turbine 
blades are often grown as a 
single crystal.

ExhausT nozzlE
nickel Inconel and 
stainless steel alloys

combusTion chambEr
Superalloys with refractory metals such as tungsten, molybdenum, 

niobium, and tantalum. ceramics and ceramic-metal mixes.

casing
Aluminum or polymer 

matrix materials

Components of a Jet engine
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20 to 30 per cent weight saving. The primary advantage of CMCs 
in addition to weight benefits is the ability to operate uncooled 
at temperatures beyond the reach of metals. Cycle efficiency 
improvements, from reducing cooling air to turbine aerofoils and 
seals, lead to significant specific fuel consumption benefits.

In today’s fiercely competitive aero engine market, the pri-
mary product discriminators are cost-driven. Typical cost savings 
of 20 to 30 per cent delivered by PMCs in replacing incumbent 
metal parts, therefore, provide added incentive for wider appli-
cation of these materials. With these impressive advantages on 
offer, it may seem difficult to understand why composite materi-
als do not dominate the latest civil and military engines.

 Composites CanVas in aero engines. The increas-
ing production rate of composite-rich fighter aircraft such as the 
F-35 is likely to give an impetus to the demand for high-tempera-
ture composites in the industry. In addition to using composites 
for extremely high-tech carbon fibre fan blades, jet engine manu-
facturers are also incorporating CMC parts that can withstand 
extremely high temperatures in the hot sections. The use of CMC 
parts enables weight reduction for engines and allows them to 
run at much higher temperatures, improving performance and 
efficiency. These ceramic matrix composites have taken the mar-
ket in an aggressive manner. For example, while 50 per cent of the 
Boeing 787 Dreamliner’s weight is made up of composites, Airbus, 
with its new A350 XWB, surpasses this with 53 per cent compos-
ite content.

To achieve an excellent strength-to-weight ratio while push-
ing the service temperatures into the range from 600°F to 1,000°F 
in newer jet engines and fifth-generation fighter aircrafts has cre-
ated an upsurge in demand for composite materials. Lockheed 
Martin’s F-35, which has incorporated high-temperature compos-
ites, is among the best-selling fifth-generation aircraft. About 35 
per cent of the aircraft is made of composites, approximately 50 
per cent of which are high-temperature composites.

Rolls-Royce, which is one of the biggest aircraft engine manu-
facturers, has been working on SiC CMCs that can endure high 
temperatures of 1,900°C. These are also two-thirds lighter than tra-
ditional nickel-based alloys. Commercially, SiC fibres are developed 
by a technology owned solely by Nippon Carbon and Ube Industries.

General Electric, the largest jet engine maker has collabo-
rated with Nippon Carbon to manufacture its CMC material for 
jet engines, which is projected to improve fuel efficiency by two 
per cent. GE Aviation’s two-plant manufacturing site in Asheville, 
North Carolina, is among the first operations to mass produce 
CMC components for commercial jet engines. GE9X engine is 
the most fuel-efficient jet engine the company has ever produced 
on a per-pounds-of-thrust basis. The GE9X was developed on the 
foundations of the GE90 which was developed back in the early 
1990s.The GE9X is designed to achieve an overall pressure ratio of 
60:1 and bypass ratio of approximately 10:1, and has CMC mate-
rial in the combustor and turbine.

A320neo family aircraft and 737 MAX jets leap engines that 
power these two models and the MC-21 aircraft have composite 
structures which include 3-D woven carbon fibre composite fan 
blades and fan case. Also, Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC) are 
being used to build the turbine shrouds of the engine. A320-200neos 
to the larger A321-200neo aircraft Leap Engines used in the aircraft 
uses a higher volume of composites compared to its predecessors.

Even the engine of the new C919 aircraft from China fitted 
with the Leap engine, has the engine’s nacelle made of about 

60 per cent composite materials. India newest induction, the 
Dassault Rafale jets, are powered by the M88 engines have the 
nacelles and nozzles made using thermos-structural composites 
from Safran Ceramics.

 DriVing aero engine Composites manUfaC-
tUre. In the engine manufacturers, CFM International and GE 
Aviation are generating the highest demand for the aero-engine 
composites, whereas other manufacturers such as Rolls-Royce 
and Pratt & Whitney are expected to increase the volume of com-
posite usage in their engine models in the years to come. Over the 
years, engine manufacturers have developed significant in-house 
composites manufacturing capacities. For instance, GE has its 
own composites manufacturing facilities in addition to various 
joint ventures (like Nexcelle with Safran). This trend may affect 
the market revenues of the Composite Suppliers for the engine 
OEMs. The usage of the composites is increasing in the aircraft. 
Along with this, the increase in overall engine production rates 
means a considerable growth impetus for the aero engine com-
posite part manufacturers and their respective supply chains. 
Simultaneously, composite material suppliers will need to expand 
their raw materials output to stay in the competition which is 
currently higher than ever before in the market.

 Composites teChnologY traJeCtorY. The key 
opportunities in the technology trajectory of composites in the 
use of Aero Engines in the near future are:
l	 Lightweight composite fan and rotor/propeller systems 

including containment elements.
l	 Ultra-High Bypass Ratio Engines (UHBR) with larger diam-

eter composite fan systems and slim line, lightweight nacelle 
structures.

l	 Ceramic Matrix Composites for turbine blades and other 
components.
The use of composites in Aero Engines is being researched 

very aggressively by industry and academia. The other opportuni-
ties in the medium to long term, I foresee are:
l	 Advanced lightweight transmission, compressors, turbines 

and external systems.
l	 Utilising advanced composite materials with high tempera-

ture capabilities.
l	 High temp Ceramic Matrix Composites for hot static compo-

nents.
l	 Metal Matrix Composite rotating components.
l	 Active helicopter composite blades with morphing capability.
l	 Advanced high-strength, lightweight composite propellers.
l	 Hybrid turbo-electric and distributed propulsion systems uti-

lizing lightweight composite structures and elements.
l	 More electric propulsion systems with associated lightweight 

composite supporting structures. SP

About 35 per cent of the 
aircraft is made of composites, 
approximately 50 per cent of 
which are high-temperature 
composites
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Top Trainer aircrafT for 

a new Breed 
of piloTs

T
he Universe of flight training is ever expand-
ing. People take up flying for a myriad of reasons rang-
ing from realising a lifelong self-enrichment goal to 
making their passion for flying as their profession. A 
deep rooted passion for “flying high and touching the 

skies” is what is required to become a pilot. To help achieve either 
a Commercial Pilot License or a Private Pilot License, trainees 
have a range of aircraft to choose from - traditional trainer air-
craft and new arrivals to old favorites with 21st-century upgrades.

There are six types of pilot certifications. Therefore, goals of the 
trainee play an important role in the choice of the aircraft to train 
on. To become a sport pilot, a candidate might steer one way while 

an aspiration to achieve a private pilot certificate requires a different 
plan of action. A trainer aircraft is specifically designed to facilitate 
flight training of aspiring pilots. It has built-in features like tandem 
flight controls and a simplified cockpit arrangement. These charac-
teristics allow trainees to safely advance their piloting and naviga-
tion skills. Which are the most famous types of trainer aircraft with 
flight schools around the globe? Here is a list of the most popular 
trainer aircraft, along with their features and specifications, which 
are being used by leading flight training academies. SP

Note: Aircraft specifications sourced from official websites.
Exact specifications may vary as per the aircraft model.

to help achieve either a 
commercial Pilot License 

or a Private Pilot License, 
trainees have a range of 

aircraft to choose from

Diamond Aircraft's DA42-Vi – a leading trainer aircraft
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Since its introduction in 1994, the PC-7 MkII has come with an 
exceptional standard of equipment, performance and cost-effectiveness 
in this class of training aircraft. 
Offering a reliable and economic training platform, the docile 
behaviour of the PC-7 MkII in the hands of a beginner provides a 
confidence building environment for inexperienced cadets. With its 
highly costefficient PT6A-25C engine, it provides the lowest engine 
operating costs of all turboprop trainer aircraft. The use of airframe 
and avionics systems common with the PC-9 M enables owners and 
operators to profit from the benefits of a combined infrastructure 
established at Pilatus to support both these aircraft types.
The PC-7 MkII, in the aerobatic configuration, at MTOW, 5,180 lbs 
(2,350 kg) has the following performance under international standard 
atmospheric (ISA) conditions.

PERFORMANCE

Take-off distance over 50 ft  
(15 m) obstacle at sea level

1,500 ft 457 m

Landing distance over 50 ft  
(15 m) obstacle at sea level

2,255 ft 687 m

Max. rate of climb, sea level 2,675 ft/min 13.59 m/sec

Max. operating speed (Vmo) 300 KEAS 556 km/h

MAxiMuM CRuisE sPEEd (VH)

– at sea level 242 KTAS 448 km/h

– at 10,000 ft 250 KTAS 463 km/h

stAll sPEEd

–  flaps and gear up (Vs) 77 KCAS 143 km/h

–  flaps and gear down (Vso) 69 KCAS 128 km/h

g loads Aerobatic Utility

– max. positive + 7.0 g + 4.5 g

– max. negative – 3.5 g – 2.25 g

Max. range 800 nm 1,482 km

WEiGHts

Basic empty weight (depending 
on configuration) 

3,792 lb 1,720 kg

MAxiMuM tAkE-OFF WEiGHt

– aerobatic 5,180 lb 2,350 kg

– utility 6,283 lb 2,850 kg

PilatUs – PC-7 Mkii

The DA42-VI, the latest DA42 version, is  easy to fly and burns fuel 
like a single, but with the added safety of a second engine. IT offers 
the ultimate in handling, stability and control, ease of operation and 
structural, system and propulsion redundancies, all coupled with a high 
degree of crashworthiness.
The interior of the DA42-VI is designed with the pilot and passengers in 
mind. Enjoy ergonomically designed and climate-controlled seats with 
variable lordosis support and adjustable backrest. Diamond’s industry-
leading safety record is the result of a long list of active and passive 
safety features on the plane.
The sleek all carbon composite airframe incorporates advanced 
aerodynamics with the latest in passive safety technology for high 
performance, great efficiency and superior occupant protection. The 
composite airframe is durable, easily maintained and will keep looking 
great for many years to come.

POWER PlANt

Engine 2x Austro Engine AE 300 turbocharged 
common-rail injected 2.0 liter diesel 
engine with 168 HP and EECU single 
lever control system

Propeller 2x MT propeller MTV-6-R-C-F/CF 190-
69 3-blade constant speed propeller

Fuel grades Jet A-1, Jet A, TS-1 (Russia, Ukraine), 
RT (Russia, Ukraine), No. 3 Jet Fuel 
(China), JP-8

diMENsiONs / MAss / lOAdiNG

Length 8.56 m 28 ft 1 in

Height 2.49 m 8 ft 2 in

Wingspan 13.55 m 44 ft 4 in

Seats 4 4

Empty weight 1,410 kg 3,109 lbs

Useful load 589 kg 1,299 lbs

Max. take off mass 1,999 kg 4,407 lbs

Fuel capacity total 289 lt / 231 kg 76.4 US gal / 512 lbs

main tank 189 lt / 151 kg 50.0 US gal / 335 lbs

auxiliary tank 100 lt / 80 kg 26.4 US gal / 177 lbs

PERFORMANCE (MAx. MAss)

Max. speed (16,000 ft, MCP) 
1,760 kg TOW

365 km/h TAS 197 kts TAS

Cruise speed at 75% (16,000 ft) 326 km/h TAS 176 kts TAS

Stall speed, landing 
configuration 

113 km/h CAS 61 kts CAS

Rate of climb (ISA SL) 1,760 
kg TOW 

7.9 m/s 1,550 ft/min

Single Engine Service Ceiling 5,486 m 18,000 ft

Range at 60% (12,000 ft, incl. 
auxiliary tank)

2,250 km 1,215 nm

Consumption at 60% in total 39.4 lt/hr 10.4 US gal/hr

Take-off ground roll (ISA SL), 
1,760 kg TOW

280 m  919 ft

Landing ground roll (ISA SL) 340 m 1,115 ft

Max. operating altitude 5,486 m 18,000 ft

Max. demonstrated 
crosswind 

46 km/h 25 kts

diaMond – da42-vi
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Cessna – skYhaWk
The CESSNA SKYHAWK model is the world’s leading flight trainer and 
the most produced single-engine piston aircraft. The Skyhawk delivers 
an intuitive but sophisticated cockpit experience in a platform ideally 
suited for learning the skills needed to become a true pilot.
•   GARMIN G1000 NXi avionics with enhanced graphics, faster 

hardware, new features and optional wireless connectivity.
•   Optional digital autopilot is equipped with Electronic Stability and 

Protection (ESP) and Under Speed Protection (USP).
•   Optional satellite-based weather graphics, text messaging and voice calls.
•   Proven rugged airframe with forgiving flying characteristics.
•   Advanced interior with added soundproofing and LED lighting for 

night training.
•   High-wing design for superior views.
•   Optional three-seat crew training configuration.

diMENsiONs

Wingspan 36 ft 1 in (11.00 m)

Length 27 ft 2 in (8.28 m)

Height 8 ft 11 in (2.72 m)

ENGiNE Lycoming IO-360-L2A

Power Output 180 hp

WEiGHts

Max Takeoff Weight 2,550 lb (1,157 kg)

Basic Empty Weight 1,680 lb (762 kg)

Useful Load 878 lb (398 kg)

PERFORMANCE

Takeoff Ground Roll 960 ft (293 m)

Max Climb Rate 730 fpm (223 mpm)

Max Cruise Speed 124 ktas (230 km/h)

Max Range 640 nm (1,185 km)

Max Occupants 4

PiPer – arroW
The perfect combination of durability, reliability, comfort and 
technology – the Arrow is the ideal training platform. Students, 
instructors, and passengers alike welcome the comfortable, 200 HP 
Arrow with the Garmin G500 TXi cockpit. 
A high-performance transition trainer, this aircraft is a proven platform 
for safety and comfort. Coupled with onboard weather, traffic, and 
terrain, situational awareness is exponentially increased. Garmin 
Synthetic Vision Technology creates a visual topographic landscape 
resulting in a 3-D display — all shown in relative proximity to the aircraft.
Piper’s engineering and design teams are known for designing aircraft. 
Ergonomic controls, seats built for comfort, avionics placement and 
design, coupled with built-in durability and components chosen for 
reliability. Students and instructors, both appreciate the quality design 
and care in their Arrow.

sPECiFiCAtiONs

Max Range  880 nm | 1,630 km

Max Cruise Speed  137 ktas | 254 km/h (75% power) 

Takeoff Distance 1,600 ft | 487 m 

Landing Distance 1,520 ft | 463 m 

Propeller McCauley 2-Blade

Constant Speed

Fuel Capacity Usable: 72 US Gal | 273 Liters

Engine Lycoming IO-360-C1C6

Horsepower: 200 hp

diMENsiONs

Wingspan 35 ft 5 in | 10.8 m

Length 24  ft 8 in | 7.5 m

Height 7 ft 10 in | 2.4 m

The Cirrus SR20 is an American piston-engine, four-or-five-seat aircraft 
composite monoplane built by Cirrus Aircraft. The SR20 is popular 
with many flight schools and is also operated by private individuals 
and companies. The SR20 was one of the first aircraft to offer "advanced 
technology" avionics, and this was a whole new effort in-flight 
instructor training and awareness for students. 

The SR20 was the first aviation aircraft equipped with a parachute to 
lower the airplane safely to the ground after a loss of control, structural 
failure or mid-air collision. Cirrus SR22 is a development of the Cirrus 
SR20, with a larger wing, higher fuel capacity, and a more powerful engine 
and became one of the best selling trainer aircraft of the 21st century.

sR20

WEiGHt

Base Weight 2122 lbs (960 kg)

Useful Load 1028 lbs (469kg)

Cabin payload with 3 hr trip fuel and 45 
min reserve

774 lbs (354 kg)

ENGiNE

Manufacturer Lycoming

Model IO-390-C3B6

Horsepower 215

diMENsiONs

Wingspan 38 ft 4 in (11.68 m)

Length 26 ft (7.92 m)

Height 8 ft 11 in (2.7 m)

Cabin Width 49 in (124 cm)

Cabin Height 50 in (127 cm)

PERFORMANCE

Takeoff 1,685 ft (514 m)

Climb Rate 781 ft/min (3.97 m/sec)

Max operating Altitude 17,500 ft (5,334 m)

Stall Speed with Flaps 57 KCAS

Max Cruise Speed 155 KTAS

Landing Groundroll 853 ft (260 m)

CirrUs – sr20
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  by B.K. Pandey

Induction of the boeing 
777 will significantly 

enhance the operational 
capability of Air 

Headquarters communication 
Squadron to unprecedented 

levels

Air indiA one 
for Air TrAvel 
by vviPS

o
n OctOber 1, 2020, the first of the two Boeing 
777-300ER aircraft that had been procured by Air 
India to replace the two-decade old Boeing 747 that 
have been and are currently being used for long haul 
flights by the three VVIPs of the nation – the President, 

Vice President and Prime Minister, landed in the afternoon at the 
Indira Gandhi International Airport at Delhi. The aircraft with the 
call sign “Air India One” flew in directly from Dallas Fort Worth 
International Airport in the state of Texas in the United States 
(US). It was a non-stop flight of 13,000 km, after the modifications 

the First boeing 777 for VVIP Flights has Arrived
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that were required to render these platforms fit for undertaking 
VVIP flights were complete. Actually, the two aircraft were sched-
uled to arrive on August 25 this year; but the delivery schedule 
has got delayed due to lockdown-related restrictions in the US. 
The second aircraft after the required modification, is expected 
to be delivered later this month.

 tHe PLAtFOrM. The Boeing 777 is a wide-body airliner 
that was developed and manufactured by Boeing Commercial 
Airplanes. The aircraft is powered by two GE90-115BL, the world’s 
most powerful jet engines, delivering maximum thrust of 1,15,300 
lbs. The aircraft can fly 17 hours non-stop and cover long-distance 
routes such as from India to the US without a refuelling halt thus 
matching the capability of the Boeing 747 in performance. The 
Boeing 777 was designed essentially to bridge the gap between 
Boeing 767 and Boeing 747 as also to replace the older DC-10 air-
liner. The programme to develop this new platform was launched 
on October 14, 1990 with a first order from United Airlines. The 
prototype was rolled out on April 9, 1994 and it undertook its 
maiden flight on June 12, 1994. The aircraft entered commercial 
service with United Airlines on June 7, 1995. Longer range vari-
ants were launched on February 29, 2000 and were first delivered 
on April 29, 2004.

 reSPOnSIbILItY FOr VVIP FLIGHtS. So far, Air India 
had been undertaking commitments related to long distance 
VVIP flights; but with the induction of the Boeing 777, the respon-
sibility for such commitments will shift to the Indian Air Force 
(IAF). Although Air India will continue to have the two aircraft 
on its inventory and hence ownership of this new induction, the 
two Boeing 777 will be operated by Air Headquarters Commu-
nication Squadron located at Palam airport. This Squadron has 
been established specifically for providing air travel for VIPs and 
VVIPs by IAF aircraft specially inducted for this purpose. Two 
pilots of the Air Headquarters Communication Squadron have 
already been trained on the Boeing 777 by Air India and more are 
currently undergoing training.

 The Air Headquarters Communication Squadron will 
commence VVIP flights with the newly inducted aircraft from 
September 2021. This much time would be required for train-
ing of aircrew and maintenance personnel as also to have in 
place all standard operating procedures in respect of operation 
and maintenance of the aircraft. As the Boeing 777 would be 
retained on the inventory of Air India, the operating Squadron 
will continue to use the call sign “Air India One”. Also, providing 
maintenance services for the two aircraft will be the responsi-
bility of Air India Engineering Services Limited (AIESL), which 
is a subsidiary of the Indian national carrier. As and when Air 
India is privatised or sold off, the two Boeing 777 aircraft will, in 
the fitness of things, be transferred to the inventory of the IAF 

and consequently, it will only be appropriate that the call sign 
too is changed to “Air Force One”.

Air Headquarters Communication Squadron currently 
has three Boeing Business Jets (BBJ) based on the Boeing 737 
that were acquired in 2009. In addition, the Squadron has four 
Embraer Legacy Business Jets whose acquisition commenced on 
September 21, 2005 with three aircraft being handed over in the 
first lot. The fourth aircraft for the Squadron arrived a few months 
later. Both these platforms cater only for short distance flights 
limiting their operation to within the boundaries of the nation or 
at best, to neighbouring countries. The Boeing 777 on the other 
hand, will be capable of operating non-stop over ultra-long dis-
tances thereby facilitating VVIP flights to any and every part of 
the world.

 AttrIbUteS OF tHe bOeInG 777-300er. Air India 
had placed orders with Boeing in 2006 for 15 Boeing 777-300ERs 
along with several other platforms. Three Boeing 777-300s were 
delivered by Boeing to Air India in January 2018 of which two were 
sent back to the Boeing facility in Dallas in the US for modifica-
tion and refurbishing. The total financial burden for the govern-
ment which includes cost of the aircraft and retrofitting, has been 
estimated to be around Rs 8,400 crore.

The Boeing 777 inducted into Air Headquarters Commu-
nication Squadron of the IAF for air travel by VVIPs in India, 
will be as advanced and sophisticated as the Boeing 747 that 
is currently used to fly the President of the US. Albeit a little 
smaller in size than the Boeing 747, the Boeing 777 acquired 
by India will serve as an “Office in the Sky” for the VVIP on 
board. It has a conference room with secure communication 
facilities by way of mobile and satellite phone connectivity. As 
for security in flight, it matches the “Air Force One” that flies 
the US President.

The Boeing 777 is equipped with Advanced Integrated 
Defensive Electronic Warfare Suite (AIDEWS) to provide pro-
tection against electronic threats to the aircraft when in flight. 
It has its own state-of-the-art missile defence system called 
the Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasures (LAIRCM) Self-
Protection Suites (SPS). These protection systems are capable 
of countering missile threats fired at it from the ground or 
from an aerial platform as this system is capable of jamming 
enemy radar frequencies and divert heat-seeking missiles by 
interfering with their guidance systems. All these systems are 
capable of intercepting missile systems without the need for 
any intervention by the crew on board. It is quite clear that 
the primary focus of the Boeing 777 has been on security of the 
aircraft in flight.

Induction of the Boeing 777 will thus significantly enhance 
the operational capability of Air Headquarters Communication 
Squadron to unprecedented levels. SP

The Air Headquarters 
Communication Squadron will 
commence VVIP flights with the 
two Boeing 777 aircraft from 
September 2021

Albeit a little smaller in size 
than the Boeing 747, the Boeing 
777 acquired by India will serve 
as an “Office in the Sky” for the 
VVIP on board
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